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“Where Old Melbourne meets  the New Age”“Where Old Melbourne meets  the New Age”“Where Old Melbourne meets the New Age”

835 East New Haven Avenue
in Historic Downtown Melbourne

(Think Purple)(Think Purple)
Monday thru Thursday, 10 am - 6 pm

Friday and Saturday, 10 am - 8 pm
Sunday, Noon - 5 pm

321 952-6789

Our Enchanted Gifts include: Crystals, 
gemstones, jewelry, salt lamps, drums, 

didgeridoos, singing bowls, books, tarot, CDs, 
candles, incense, oils, herbs, sage, divination 

tools, statuary & altar items, belly dance 
accessories, henna, tapestries, peace-promoting 

items, faeries & much more! 

Experience the CharmExperience the Charm
and join us forand join us for

“Candlelight Shopping”“Candlelight Shopping”
Saturday Evenings Saturday Evenings 

thru December 18ththru December 18th
as Historic Downtownas Historic Downtown

 Melbourne takes on the  Melbourne takes on the 
look reminiscent of small look reminiscent of small 

English villages in theEnglish villages in the
 1800’s.  Featuring  1800’s.  Featuring 

traditional holiday fare & traditional holiday fare & 
spirits, live music, choirs, spirits, live music, choirs, 

carolers, Father carolers, Father 
Christmas, horse-drawnChristmas, horse-drawn

carriages and more!carriages and more!
Most Shops open til 10pmMost Shops open til 10pm

Creative Energy Creative Energy 
Presents Presents 

Readings every Readings every 

Friday and SaturdayFriday and Saturday

11am - 5pm11am - 5pm

   Enchanted Gifts for the Mind, Body and Soul Enchanted Gifts for the Mind, Body and Soul

Brightest of Blessings
To You and Yours

This Holiday Season!



AAAAAQUARIAN QUARIAN QUARIAN QUARIAN QUARIAN      DDDDDREAMSREAMSREAMSREAMSREAMS
Serving Brevard County since 1986

414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A)

Indialantic      (321) 729-9495

www.aquariandreams.com

Conscious Living  Products
Incense * Candles * Windchimes

Yoga  & Meditation Products
Crystals * Aromatherapy

Massage Tools * New Age Music

Global Imports
India Tapestries * Batik Wallhangings

Natural Children’s Products
Positive Lifestyle Children’s Books

Natural Fiber Clothing * Organic Toys

Gemstone Jewelry
100’s of one-of-a-kind pieces.

Natural Fiber Clothing
Imports from India, Bali & Guatemala
Yoga Pants * Tai Chi Shoes * Sarongs

Holistic & Spiritual Books
Largest selection in Brevard County!

Daily Classes
Yoga * Tai Chi * Meditation * Zen

Healing * Kundalini * Chi Gung

Mail Order Catalog
Request our catalog or visit us online

Special Events: December 2010

Intuitive Healings &

Massage Therapy with Teren
Intuitive bodywork  - reflexology    - pranic healing

&  crystal healing  -  meditation     -     hatha yoga

Massage License #MA33885     Establishment License #MM13334

December 2010 - Special Events with

Sedona Metaphysical Teacher: Bruce Orion
     Bruce Orion is a well-known & respected spiritual teacher/ Astrologer/ Certified

Hypnotherapist / Metaphysical Historian  from Sedona.

December 2: Workshop for Higher Consciousness

December 9: Astrology for Personal & Spiritual Transformation

December 16: Finding Peace During Times of Uncertainty

Private Sessions:

Astrology Readings, Past Life Regrssions,

Chakra Balancing, Higher Consciousness Work

 For more information, visit www.bruceorion.com

Daily Services available:Daily Services available:Daily Services available:Daily Services available:Daily Services available:  Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine

 Astrology Readings  *  Chakra Balancings  *  Hypnotherapy

Massage Therapy  *  Past Life Regressions  *  Pranic Healing



JOIN US SUNDAYS   10:00AM 

Rev.  Beth Head welcomes you

1745 Trimble Road
321.254.0313

New Thought Teachings in Practical Christianity
www.unityofmelbourne.com

Stop in and 

see if what 

we offer 

nourishes 

your soul...

DIRECTIONS TO US:    I-95 exit 72, follow Eau Gallie Blvd (518) to Wickham Rd & go left, then left on Trimble.   Trimble is north of Eau Gallie Cswy, south of Aurora.    

Always check www.unityofmelbourne.com for possible event date or time changes

ONGOING EVENTS
Healing Prayer Service  Tuesdays and Thursdays at Noon  Open to all.  
Leadership Group December 5th noon    
Revolutionary Agreement Groups 1st Wednesday of the month at 7:00pm
A Course In Miracles  Facilitator:  Darlene Capinha  Tuesdays 7:30pm
Reiki Healing Service  Facilitator:  Lloyd Reiser  Sunday December 5th, 4:30pm  Sunday January 2nd, 4:30pm 
 

 

If you like Wayne Dyer and 
Louise Hay, you will enjoy 

Unity of Melbourne

NEW YEAR’S EVE DANCE TAIZE  FRIDAY EVENING DEC. 31    
Prelude: 7:00 pm  Service: 7:15 pm  Call Maggie 321-255-4652  
DANCE LIKE THIS!  WITNESSING FOR OUR BRAVE NEW 
WORLD   Start your New Year’s Eve with a blessing.  
This “moving” twist on the traditional contemplative Taize prayer service 
will be an opportunity to gather and  intend, in song and dance, the life of 
God you will live in 2011.  We will share sacred and secular music, selected 
readings, and silence to enhance your personal intention and witness, and 
a commitment ceremony to launch our new year.  Dancing is optional, of 
course, before our periods in the silence. Feel free to bring fi nger, wrist and 
ankle bells, shakers, clappers, scarves, and dancing shoes. And dress to 
celebrate, as Ram Dass says, “the only dance there is,” the dance of your 
consciousness.

COMING IN JANUARY  FINANCIAL PEACE UNIVERSITY  
TUESDAYS BEGINNING 1/11/2011  6:30PM  What is Financial Peace 
University?  FPU is the most important step to changing your fi nancial future. 
It is your Total Money Makeover Program. It takes the knowledge from God 
and turns it into real action in our lives through a step-by-step process taught 
by best-selling author and fi nancial counselor Dave Ramsey.    FPU is a 
13-week life-changing program that empowers and teaches you how to make 
the right money decisions to achieve your fi nancial goals and God’s plan for 
your life. The course includes practical lessons on eliminating debt, building 
wealth, giving like never before, and much, much more! 
    Who is Financial Peace University for?  It’s for EVERYONE!...from the 
fi nancially secure to the fi nancially distressed. Over 1 million families and 
individuals have attended Financial Peace University.   On average, FPU 
graduates have paid off over $5,300 in debt and saved $2,700 during the 
91-day program! 
  

The Art & Practice of Living with Nothing and No 
One Against You with Lloyd Reiser & Rev Beth 
Head  Friday. Dec 3rd 7-9pm Saturday 9am -5pm
Or  Friday, Jan 14th 7-9pm Saturday 9am-5pm
The Art & Practice is a fast-track to healing and personal transfor-
mation. It is a foundational program because it brings us individually 
and collectively into congruence with Unity principles and spiritual 
practice. It helps us to be in integrity with who we have come here 
to be in every aspect of our lives. 
 
CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS PAGENT SANTA VISIT
Sunday, December 19th 10:00 AM
Our service is a gift from our Youth and Family Ministry 
Department.  You will be blessed by this services. 

CHRISTMAS EVE CANDLE LIGHTING SERVICE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24TH  7:00 PM
Every year we are fi lled with a sense of awe and wonder 
during our candle lighting service.  Let your heart be open 
for a greater experience of Christmas. Children are wel-
come and childcare will be available.

BURNING BOWL SERVICE
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 26TH  10:00 AM
Prepare for the New Year as we let go of the old and usher 
in the new for 2011.

PRAYER FOR WORLD PEACE
Saturday, December 31st 7:00 AM
During our annual Prayer for World Peace service, we will 
be blessing all religions and all countries.  Afterwards, join 
us as we have breakfast fellowship at an area restaurant.



HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed FREE each month to 200+ bookstores 
and health food stores throughout Florida, as well as by subscription.    HORIZONS is designed 
to inspire, educate and entertain those who are exploring the body/mind connection and 
seeking spiritual solutions to everyday life.   Please write us with your comments.      

ARTICLE SUBMISSION: You may submit articles of 200-900 words on any area of 
personal growth and practical spirituality to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com, along with a 50 word 
bio telling who you are and how to contact you.   Time sensitive articles must be submitted 4-5 
months in advance.   Any article that promotes a particular person, product, service or event 
is considered an ad and is paid for as an ad.    

The views expressed in Horizons Magazine are those of the authors and not 
necessarily those of its publisher or advertisers.    We do not necessarily endorse the ideas or 
products of our advertisers, but we honor their right to offer them.     We reserve the right to edit 
material for space and content.   Horizons Magazine © 1997 Andrea de Michaelis
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  “And the day came 
when the risk to remain 
tight in a bud was more 
painful...   than the risk 
it took to blossom.”                
                   Anais Nin

Horizons thanks 
everyone willing
 to take the risk
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BEST AD RATES & WIDEST DISTRIBUTION 
of any spiritual growth magazine in Florida.     

We’re distributed monthly to 200+ bookstores and 
health food stores all over Florida, as well as by private 

subscription.  See pages 20-23 to see where 
HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed

For good advertising results, studies show it takes 
a reader 3-4 times seeing a new ad before it is 

noticed and acted on.   By the 4th ad, 
readers begin to call.

Payment is due by the 10th with your ad.

Display Ad Sizes
.
Full page ad is 7.25” wide by 9.5” tall
1/2 page 4.25” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 3.5” wide
1/3 page 2.8” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by  2.3” wide
1/4 page 4.25” tall by 3.5” wide or 2” tall by 7.25 wide
Business card ad is 2” by 3.5”
Small strip ad is 1” x 3.5”

By Rev.  Tom Sannar
www.new-thought.org/    Email oneheart@roadrunner.com

1.       Recognition - God Is First.   I recognize that there 
is an Infi nite Power and Presence greater than I am.   This  
Presence is on purpose and knows the answers to all of my 
questions and has the ability and the willingness to fulfi ll all of 
my desires.      

2.       Unifi cation.     I unify my consciousness with the 
consciousness of God.   I am willing in total faith and trust to 
allow Spirit to guide me and direct me in my daily affairs.

3. Willingness To Change.   I am willing to assess my life, to 
honestly look at and face all my fears.

4.  Dominion.   I take dominion and responsibility for my 
life.    I give up blame and  judgment.   I accept myself and all 
others.

5.       I  Live On Principle.    I know that I am a Spiritual 
Being.   I live my life with honesty and integrity.

6.       I  Live On Purpose.     I am willing to commit to the 
process of purposeful living.   As I discover my purpose and 
live it with courage, I am transformed.

7.       Forgiveness.    I forgive myself for any past mistakes 
and I forgive all others who I think have harmed me.

8.       Positively Present.     I maintain a positive attitude, 
regardless of what is occurring in my life.   I  know that behind 
every seeming crisis, there is opportunity for good.      

9.       Persistence.    I persist through faith.   I maintain 
focus and discipline.

10.     Service.    I know 
that the fl oodgates of 
opportunity open wide 
by my giving myself in 
unconditional service to 
others.      

11.  Gratitude.     I am 
grateful for my life and all 
aspects of my life.  I see all 
people as the goodness of 
Spirit in form.

12. Tithing.    I come to 
understand and embody 
the principle of tithing, so that I freely and unconditionally 
give one tenth of my time, my treasure, and my talent to my 
spiritual source.

12 Steps of 12 Steps of 
Spiritual FreedomSpiritual Freedom

Page 6    Horizons Magazine by subscription  $22/12 issues       Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com    

Mail ad with payment to
HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street SE

Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

Classifi eds $1.50 per word.        page 18
Calendar $.30 per word.            page 19 
Phone Directory $5 per line.      page 20

Display Advertising Rates
Ad size              1 month     3 months*            6 months*
Small Strip Ad      $ 50 $ 40  $ 30
Business card $ 90 $ 75  $ 65
1/4 page         $180 $150  $125
1/3 page         $200 $175  $150
1/2 page         $300 $250  $220
1/2 on pgs 36,37      $350 $300  $250*horoscopes

Full page        $400     $350    $300
Back page    color $625 $565  $475
Inside back  color $525 $465  $400 color
Inside front   color $550   $485    $425 color
Page 3     color $550     $485  $425 color
Page 4  $450 $400  $350
Front cover  $900 (Restrictions apply)

COLOR  ADD 25%          *You must prepay to get discounted rate
Example: Business card for 6 months is $390 prepaid

      Full page ad for 6 months is $1,800 prepaid
Broken contracts receive full advertising credit

We accept all credit cards 
and PayPal online

Email us at HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

321-722-2100



ello and welcome to the December 2010 edition 
of Horizons Magazine.  The end of another year!  

A good time to refl ect on what went right in 2010 and 
what you want to continue doing in 2011.  A good time 
to consider what changes you might want to make, for 
anything that isn’t relevant or helpful anymore.  One thing 
I add each year is to do more creative visualization to help 
attract the things I want to experience.  You might want to 
add that one also.

I often get asked for specifi c words to repeat to attract 
money.  I did a blog post entitled “The unconscious mind’s 
automatic rebuttal to An 8 minute creative visualization 
workshop to increase dollars.”  My original post is below 
and in parenteses are probably the same words you hear 
coming from your own conscious mind if you’re new to 
creative visualization and affi rmative thought.  

Don’t worry, these automatic counter-thoughts will only 
come up the fi rst billion or so times you do it.  Let them 
come up and just release the thought each time and 
move on to the next.  With enough practice, the counter-
thoughts subside and then you’ll be a real magnet.

Yes!  I want to receive Horizons Magazine at my own front door         Page 7

This month’s 
thoughts 
about 

things...

Andrea de Michaelis
Publisher

“In the company of one who 
is living Love, you can‛t help 
but spring into that Love.”  

- Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

Here’s the post.  Note the comments in parentheses:
I often get asked for specifi c words to repeat to attract money.  
The secret is they are words that make you feel excited and 
make you feel it is possible for you.  These are the words that 
do that for me.  Anytime I want more dollars to fl ow, I do this 
short visualization exercise maybe a dozen times a day.  I call it 
a visualization workshop because I take my visualization seriously 
and realize it is important work.  I think of how good it feels 
having extra money and getting unexpected money.  (Yeah, 
wouldn’t that be nice?) 

I remember a time I got extra money and how it felt.  (I don’t 
recall that.) I remember a time I got unexpected money and how 
it felt.  (Well I found a quarter yesterday in the parking lot.)  I 
remember hearing about someone getting unexpected money and 
how excited they were.  (There are lottery winners all the time.  
I never win anything.) I remember seeing on tv and in the paper 
about someone winning the lotto and how excited they were.  

I remember that I am the one who attracts things to me by 
thinking about them, so for a few minutes here I am just going to 
think about how I’d feel if I got some extra unexpected money.  (I 
don’t think that’s going to happen.  I don’t think I believe in this 
stuff anyway.)

I’m not going to worry about how I’m going to get it, I’m just 
going to pretend to myself that I just got it and think of how that 
would feel.  (What a stupid idea.  How can this help?  I can try 
it.) How good an actor am I? Can I talk myself into bringing up 
that feeling of excitement within me to play a convincing part? 
The more I practice, the easier it will get. (I just have to keep 
thinking how it would feel and try to think about things that 
make me feel all excited about being happy about it?  Yes)

I go back to remembering every time a friend or I were excited 
over extra money or over winning money. (I remember my 
brother’s friend from the military, someone left him a lot of 
money in their will and he didn’t even know them.) 

 
 We’ll give you 12 monthly issues of Horizons Magazine for just $22 ($42 overseas.)  Charge it to any credit card or PayPal.   

FILL OUT THIS FORM OR CALL  321-722-2100, and the next issue of Horizons Magazine will be at your door early each month.    
You may email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com or mail to 575 Escarole St SE Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802.
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If you appreciate what Horizons has each month, show your support by subscribing, even if your local store carries us.    



 Let’s have a Seance Let’s have a Seance  

ReadingsReadings 
with Dennis Hollin

Psychic Psychic A night of Spirit Communication A night of Spirit Communication 
thru table tipping.   thru table tipping.   Ask your loved Ask your loved 

ones questions and watch in ones questions and watch in 
amazement as spirit tips the table  amazement as spirit tips the table  

for  “yes” and “no” answers.  for  “yes” and “no” answers.  
EExperience it for yourself. xperience it for yourself.   

1801 E.  COLONIAL DRIVE1801 E.  COLONIAL DRIVE
SUITE 103 in ORLANDOSUITE 103 in ORLANDO

407-721-3396407-721-3396
Home Seances, Phone Readings 

Available.    Host a Home 
Seance and get a free reading.

Dennis is an internationally known 3rd 
Generation Psychic in Orlando, FL.  
He has many US and UK clients.   

Email Dennis at orlandos_spirits@yahoo.com

Saturday Dec 11thSaturday Dec 11th
TABLE TIPPING SEANCETABLE TIPPING SEANCE 

with Dennis $20 in Orlando  7:30pmwith Dennis $20 in Orlando  7:30pm

www.orlandopsychic.com

also incense, oils, candles, cds, booksalso incense, oils, candles, cds, books

SUNDAY PSYCHIC FESTSUNDAY PSYCHIC FEST

 Sunday December 12th Sunday December 12th
Psychic Mini Readings

with Dennis in Orlando 15 minutes 
just $10just $10 Noon to 2pmNoon to 2pm

• NEW • EXCLUSIVE
Papa D’s Law of 
Attraction Oils

Love Renew, Spark of Love, 
Money Come, Psychic Spark, 

Shield Me, Career Boost , Spell 
Breaker, Altar Blessing,

 Client Boost,  Healthy Vision, Lucky 
Bingo, Memory Boost, Lucky Win,  

Adam 4 Adam, Eve 4 Eve
.5 fl .  oz    www.papa-ds.com

Private one on one classes availablePrivate one on one classes available

Phone Reading $5 Off
with coupon  • one per person with coupon  • one per person   
Expires January 12th, 2011

  

The Energy Pen (Wand) The Energy Pen (Wand) 
helps your Body to Heal Itself.  See 

http://www.wandtheworld.com/?go=EnergizeForHealing
Ask for a free demonstration Ask for a free demonstration 
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...continued on page 26...

What about people killing whales and 
killing each other, and molesting kids??

And what about 9-11?

GUEST: People are still killing whales and killing each 
other, and molesting kids. And in that balance of not 
putting my attention to it, then I think that, somehow, 
I’m saying that that’s okay. I’m very idealistic, and 
there’s this discord, and I don’t really know how to man-
age it.

ABRAHAM: As you see things not wanted, and you feel 
that uncomfortable feeling as you see it, and within that, 
you feel a rocket of desire within you that things be dif-
ferently -- now your work is to fi nd harmony with your 
own desire. 

Every time you turn back and look at things that are not 
as you want them to be, you are in discord with your own 
rocket. 

There are those that would say to you, “Well, we need 
you to keep looking at the problem, because we’ve 
discovered that we can motivate you to the action that 
serves us more by keeping you looking at the problem, by 
keeping you aggravated about all of this.”

What you’re wanting to say is, “I felt the aggravation; I 
felt the rocket of desire; I asked the Universe, on your 
behalf, for a resolution. I know that when anyone asks, 
the Universe always answers. 

So help’s on the way. And I’m going to do my best about 
helping us all to receive the help that is on the way, by 
holding myself in vibrational harmony with the desire 
that I have identifi ed.” 

ABRAHAM-HICKS  
Abraham is a group of nonphysical 
teachers, speaking their broader  
perspective through Esther Hicks.    
Esther & Jerry Hicks  are authors 
of Ask & It Is Given, The Amazing 
Power of Deliberate Intent and 
the NY Times Best Seller, Money 
and the Law of Attraction and 
their dvd, The Secret Behind 

“The Secret.”  Visit  www.abraham-hicks.com.   

SSHAMANICHAMANIC CCEREMONYEREMONY
Initiated in the Tradition of the Shamans 0f

Imbabura Lineage of the Caras from the Andes of Ecuador

Offering an extensive gathering of products to
assist you on your Journey: Crystals & Stones; Medicine Bags;
Pendulums; Mineral Elixirs; and Smudge Supplies.

Online at www.allipacha.etsy.com or call for a private viewing.
386-747-9294

www.allipacha.com tom@allipacha.com

Tom Arcuti
Yachak Shaman of Imbabura

http://www.owlvisions.com


Ifa Priest   •  Cassadaga Certified Medium

Opele Readings (Ifa Divination Chain)
Psychic Readings  •  Spiritual Healing

Handcrafted Oils  •  Psychic Self-Defense
  •

www.keepitmindful.com
www.enchantedsoulofcassadaga.com

Spiritual Path 
Foundation

321-951-8774
www.spiritualpathfound.org 

Email spiritualpath@bellsouth.net and 
Spiritweaver at www.spiritweavershaman.org

Available for 
private sessions:

 
• Reiki treatments 

• Shamanic Healing  
• Regressions 
• Counseling in 

person or by phone

TIME TO REGISTER FOR 2011 
SHAMANIC WARRIOR CLASS.  

First class meets in Palm Bay 
January 8.  Must register in advance  

Call 321-951-8774 or email 
spiritweaver@bellsouth.net

Charles Lightwalker
Channeler, Shaman, Healer, Medical Intuitive

Serena LaSol • Spiritual Pathwork
509-389-7290

www.thefamilyofl ight.net  charleslightwalker@yahoo.com



Hay House has Chartered an Entire Ship for an Exclusive Caribbean Cruise with Five Programs to Choose from! 
Featuring these Eight Keynotes from the You Can Heal Your Life Program:

Brian L. Weiss, M.D.Dr. Wayne W. Dyer John Holland Denise Linn Caroline Myss Cheryl Richardson

Cabins are Limited—Reserve Today! 
Visit www.icandoitatsea.com or call 

888-259-9191, ext. 1262 or ext. 1239

Gregg Braden Sonia Choquette 

“Th e�workshops were beyond  my�expectations.”          — M.M., Perris, CA

Mastering the Art of Manifestation
With Dr. Wayne W. Dyer LIVE!

Join Dr. Wayne W. Dyer in an all-new lecture that focuses on the ancient 
principle of manifesting through the timeless art of meditation. With 
his characteristic insight and clarity, Wayne will teach the process of 
meditation as a way to streamline your thoughts, desires, and goals, and 
to bring what you most desire into your life.

www.hayhouse.com®

Fort Lauderdale, FL
Fort Lauderdale Convention Center

Wednesday, January 26, 2011

Hay House has Chartered an Entire 
Ship for an Exclusive Cruise.

Cabins are Limited–Reserve Today! 
www.icandoitatsea.com 

Visit www.drwaynedyer.com 
or call 800-654-5126 

for reservations and information.



Kathy Lee is an energy healer and massage 
therapist.  Her passion is helping others 
to heal and create the lives they desire.  
www.tigerlilysgarden.com (954) 319-1603 

’ve heard people comment lately that they’re trying to 
fi nd their joy.  At some point in the past year, I realized 
that I, too, had lost my joy.  I think this happens as we get 

trapped inside our own minds. We get lost in time and space 
(past and future) instead of staying present.  We get stuck in 
all the dramas around us, both personal and global. The “he 
saids, she saids”, “whys” and “what ifs” all consume and fi ll 
our consciousness.  We become stressed, depressed, anxious 
and irritable.  One day we wake up and realize our joy is gone 
and it’s been gone for a long time.  So, what can we do to 
return to a state of joy?  Joy is our birthright; not only does 
make us feel good , but it nurtures us and keeps us  physically 
healthy and it affects all life around us.
 
     One of the most important things to do is stay present.  
This means whatever you are doing, do it fully.  If you are 
folding laundry, fold laundry.  Give 100% of your attention to 
whatever you are doing.  Don’t get trapped in thinking of yes-
terday or tomorrow or your problems.  Wherever you are, be 
there completely and totally.  This moment is the only thing 
that exists.  Taking good care of the present moment (living it 
with positive energy) creates a happy future automatically.  
 
     Take a look at the thoughts you are thinking; observe 
them.  When you do this you will activate a higher state of 
consciousness within yourself.  Many of your thoughts are neg-
ative.  This kind of thinking lowers your vibration and robs you 
of your energy and joy.  Learn to quiet your mind and make 
an effort to think only positive and life affi rming thoughts.  
 
     Make it a practice to look for the goodness around you.  
Life is rarely a series of parties and vacations so we must 
learn to fi nd joy in our every day activities.  When you are 
open to it, you can fi nd joy in the very things that we of-
ten overlook such as a cool breeze, the sound of rain, the 
birdsong, spending time with your pet, talking to a friend, 
enjoying a good cup of tea….the list is endless.  If you look for 
a reason to be happy, and if you are looking for joy in every 
moment, you will fi nd it. 
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RETURN 
TO JOY

TAROT… Palmistry…Healing
T.J.      

(321) 693 8048 
Entertaining Readings of Enchantment

Empowerment & Enlightenment

Spiritual Advisor/Medium/Reiki Master
Tarot, jewelry, crystals, books 

Nature’s Spirit Aromatherapy

OWL 
VISIONS

501 Florida Ave
Cocoa Village, FL  32922

Rev. Terri McNeely
321-292-9292www.owlvisions.com

January 1 & 2, 2011 Silva Ultra Healing Wkshp (Sat & Sun)

January 8 & 9, 2011 Silva Graduate Workshop. Age Regression. 
Past Life. Future Life.

Silva Intuition Training Silva Intuition Training 
Contact Esther Seymour Vogenitz 
386-717-4022 
Email silvamind@aol.com  
www.silvamethodorlando.com

Dec 5 & 6 Silva Intuition Training

December 27 & 28, 2010 
Silva Life System (Mon & Tues)

December 29 & 30, 2010 Silva 
Intuition Training (Wed & Thurs)

THE GENUINE JESUS
Attention Seekers

If you re not satisfied with the spirituality that s
out there, this book will set you on an entirely
new spiritual path. www.thegenuinejesus.com

Paperback $10.95   E-Book $5.95            Audio $6.95   



Email alwaysnellie@yahoo.com

PSYCHIC 
READINGS   

By Phone or In Person 

Readings 7 days a week

Phone for appointment   

386-228-3209 

Albert Bowes is a REAL psychic detective who has worked 

with local and  national law enforcement agencies. 

Visit www.psychicconsultant.org 

Accuracy scientifically  proven

Rev.  Rev.  
ALBERT ALBERT J.  BOWESJ.  BOWES NellieNellie

For Readings in Cassadaga, For Readings in Cassadaga, call for schedulecall for schedule

Albert, professional psychic  over 35 years, is 
an Ordained Minister, Certifi ed Psychic from 
Cassadaga, FL. He was a Project Manager 
and Lecturer with Edgar Cayce Foundation 
and Association for Research and Enlight-

ment. He hosted a TV  show, and made many 
television guest appearences. He taught 
Parapsychology 1 & 2 at the University of 
Florida and was invited to Russia  to study 

the Paranormal with Psychics and Scientists. 

386-228-0168386-228-0168
Psychic • Medium • TeacherPsychic • Medium • Teacher
www.cassadgapsychicmedium.comwww.cassadgapsychicmedium.com

TESTIMONIAL: TESTIMONIAL:  
Nellie, I was so impressed with you 
when we met in March for a reading 

that I felt I had to see you again. 
You told me many personal things 
about family and friends that only I 

knew about. 

You also told me about changes that 
would happen that would effect my 

business.   One by one the changes 
did start  happening just as you de-
scribed. You have a wonderful gift, 

Nellie and I am looking so forward to 
our next appointment in October!  

Thanks, Janette   
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Herb CornerHerb Corner
 Cecelia Avitabile of The Herb Corner and Learning Center in 
Melbourne FL is a Certifi ed Holistic Health Practitioner with  
a Masters of Herbalism degree and over 20 years of  herbal 
experience.  A member of American Association of Drugless 
Practitioners and the American Herbalist Guild.  Call 321-757-7522

Alternatives to Hormone 
Replacement

T he news has been writing about the use of Hormone Re-
placements again and it is not good. Over the years West-

ern Medicine has tried to convince women that Hormone Replace-
ment Therapy has health benefi ts and women should be taking 
them. I can remember back in 2002 when research was proving 
just the opposite and women backed off on using them. Yet here 
we are again still taking these drugs wondering why we are still 
dying from cancers, heart disease why we still have osteoporosis 
and other conditions Western Medicine had promised us would go 
away if we just took these medications.
  Menopause is a stage of life. Not a disease that needs to be 
medicated away. Yes it can be uncomfortable at times. I know; 
it’s happening to me. I know what a hot fl ash feels like. It’s not 
a joy but I would rather have hot fl ashes than cancer, heart dis-
ease, dementia, kidney disease or all of the other conditions that 
have been attributed to these medications. So what can you do?
    Let your food be your medicine.  Seeds like sunfl ower, ses-
ame and pumpkin are high in phytoesterols as are beans, lentils, 
fruits, vegetables and whole grains like brown rice, wheat, corn, 
rye or oats.  Another way to get your hormone levels in balance 
is by using herbs.  Black or Blue Cohosh, Vitex, Wild Yam, Dong 
Quai, Eluthero, Licorice, Red Raspberry, Sage, Dandelion and Yar-
row are just some of the herbs that contain phytoesterols.  When 
using plants for hormone replacement you don’t need to worry if 
you are not getting enough or if you are taking too much the way 
the body chemistry works with plants is that the body will only 
take what it needs to be converted into estrogen or progester-
one. 
    Using a combination of these herbs can help to reduce 
night sweats, bloating, mood swings, heart palpations, migraines, 
breast tenderness, irregularity of periods, insomnia and the 
scattered thinking (menopausal moments) that goes along with 
peri-menopause and menopause.  In Rosemary Gladstar’s book, 
“Herbal Healing for Women”, there is a tincture recipe for meno-
pause; it is the one that I sometimes use. It’s made with: Wild 
Yam Root, Don Quai, Sarsaparilla, Sage, Blue Cohosh, Licorice, 
False Unicorn and Dandelion Root. Rosemary recommends ¼ tsp. 
of this tincture diluted in tea or juice 3X a day. For those who 
may not yet be going through menopause, this formula can help 
to balance hormonal levels, regulate periods, help with moodi-
ness and other symptoms associated with PMS. There is also 
a formula that strengthens the endocrine and adrenal glands. 
They produce estrogen after the ovaries are removed or cease to 
function. Rosemary’s formula contains: Licorice, Dong Quai, Wild 
Yam, Ginger, Sarsaparilla, Cinnamon, Vitex, Dandelion Root and 
Orange Peel. Rosemary recommends 3-4 cups per day for at least 
3 months, but you can use this longer if you like.
    Menopause has always been a natural part of a woman’s 
life marking the end of her reproductive cycles. It is not a dis-
ease and it does not need to be medicated away by doctors.

 

277 N. Babcock St., Melbourne
321-757-7522

Hours: Wed-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 11-3

Certified Master Herbalist & 
Holistic Healthcare Provider on Staff

See www.herbcorner.net for a full detailed listing
Please stop in for a cup of tea!

The Herb Corner
and Learning Center
The Herb Corner
and Learning Center

Over Medicated?
We have natural alternatives!

Visit www.herbcorner.net for articles, recipes, newsletter, etc.

Hundreds of Organic Bulk Herbs * Custom Blended Herbal Remedies
Glass & Plastic Bottles * OIl Diffusers & Organic Essential Oils

Private Consultations * Detox Foot Bath Sessions
FDA Approved BioMat/Energy Sessions * Candles

Crystals & Gemstones * Holistic Books  * Crystal Spinners
Himalayan Salt Lamps * Angel Statues & Pins

Meditation CD’s * One of A Kind Jewelry 
Organic Skin Care Soaps & Cosmetics

Perfume Bottles, Tear Bottles and Unique Gifts

Call Maria today for an appointment or more information• 321-757-7522

Provides Channeled Spiritual Readings, Mediumship Sessions.
Medical Intuitive Sessions, Cross-over Readings and much more!
Her honest, down-to-earth approach accurately looks into your past and present,

enabling her to provide guidance for the future.
BioMat/Energy Work Sessions
Plagued by STRESS? The FDA-approved Bio Mat/Energy

sessions with Maria are  cutting edge technology that facilitates your
body’s natural healing abilities. Laying on the BioMat while
experiencing Maria’s empathic and intuitive approach to energetic
body workis a powerful combination that will leave your body deeply
relaxed and feeling much better.

Maria Leach - Spiritual Teacher/Medium/Energy Worker

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUr HEALTH &
BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM!

Herbal teas, tinctures, capsules and creams to aid with fighting:
* Blood pressure * Cholesterol * Fatigue * Memory 

* Hormone Imbalances * Stress * Cancer & Cancer treatments

UPCOMING EVENTS:

We Sell More Than Just Herbs!

Gift Certificates Available!

Nov. 20- HHerb Class - 9:00 am-11:30 am - Herbs for Kids
Nov. 21- QQuantum Touch Class - Call for Details

Dec. 4 - HHerb Class - 9:00 am-11:30 am - Herbs for the
Female Reproductive System

Dec. 11 - OPEN HOUSE & Body, Mind, Spirit Fair! 10 am-5 pm
Dec. 18 - HHerb Class - 9:00 am-11:30 am - Herbal First Aid
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o matter what your religious or spiritual beliefs, the 
irony of a divine birth in the middle of the winter 

of earthly death inspires faith.  Harvest complete, farming 
dormant, our earthly cycle of seed-to-life lays at rest in the 
winter months.  Instead, the birth of a heavenly idea springs 
forth each year in the midst of a barren blanket of cold and 
dark, and our faith in the world renews itself.  

Death of earthly life – whether animal or vegetable or human 
– merely represents greater spiritual cycles.  The symbols of 
true power lie not in the longest lifespan or fertile soils, but 
in the resilient spirit within each of us to perceive and experi-
ence an awakening of greater good amidst our darkest days.

Plant new seeds
After the harvests each year, the cycle of sustenance begins 
anew.  A waiting period for the planting season provides the 
opportunity for us to refl ect on the harvest and plant the 
seeds of food we prefer and need to sustain us.  

Freely and deliberately, we plot out rows of seeds, carefully 
balancing between various edible families of food to ensure 
our crops provide variety and succulent nutrition.  Measur-
ing distance between the seeds, our sowing allows for growth 

Death and 
Rebirth at 
Christmas

...continued on page 27...

N 

and development of the plants so they thrive when the time is 
right.  We tend the garden with nourishing water and fertilize 
the soil to provide the opportunity for an abundant harvest.  
Then, we wait for our effort to sprout and grow.

In our Spiritual gardens, we must also take great care to plant 
only the seeds of thought and desire that will result in our 
greatest crop of abundance in the future we choose to create.  

We must consciously align the rows of beliefs and intention, 
and allow room for what we truly want in life to blossom and 
grow to the fullest potential.  

We tend the garden of our faith with careful reaffi rmation of 
positive thoughts and appreciation, knowing that the seeds 
of our prayers will fl ourish under the loving attention of our 
spiritual work.  And then, we rest while the Infi nite grows all 
the components into place.

Harvest your greater good
The Winter Solstice signifi ed regrouping and giving thanks for 
food for the winter.  In colder climates, the solstice marked 
the beginning of the starvation months of January through 
April, and a celebration including feasts and storing crops 
strengthened chances of survival.  People stored wine, food, 
grain and more to sustain them in the harsh months.

the labyrinth
“a spiritual resource center”

      12995 s. cleveland ave

                   suite #108

                        ft. myers, fl 33907

                   239-939-2769
                       e mail: info@deborahkeleman.com

psychic readings
spiritual supplies
books
candles, oils, herbs
gift items
unusual items
classes available

Taking a quiet sideways glance at life, 
Marlene Buffa offers insight through her 
words from experiences.  A student of 
new-thought teachings, Marlene fi nds practical spirituality around 
every corner and seeks wisdom through observation of life’s inter-
relationships. Sometimes playful, sometimes poignant, always 
thought-provoking, her writing inspires readers in meaningful ways. 
ww.wordsofmind.com.

CATCAT
Tarot  Oracle  Runes              

Intuitive Reader  

Available For
Private Readings

Parties • Fundraisers
Psychic Fairs

772-713-0858

Sunday Mornings 
Lessons In Truth
Sunday Service 10:30am
Call for classes & meetings.   

Private counseling & 
healing sessions 

available by appointment

(904) 384-7268

The Cosmic 
Church of Truth

1637 Hamilton Street
Jacksonville, FL 32210

www.thecosmicchurchoftruth.net
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Ask Whitedove

D

Got a burning question? Celebrity Psychic 
and Spiritual Teacher Michelle Whitedove 
is here to help give clarity on topics from 
Archangels to Zodiac, just  ASK WHIT-
EDOVE!  Lifetime TV named her “America’s 
#1 Psychic” after showcasing her gifts on 
“America’s Psychic Challenge.”  Ask your 
specifi c questions at www.MichelleWhit-
edove.com and be sure to check her local 
appearances  

FREELANCE COPY EDITOR, EDITS SHORT NON-
FICTION BOOKS, PAPERS.  904-535-6949 
Rate $15/hour.  Write Lucinda Bennett at 12866 
Haverford Rd East, Apt 10, Jacksonville, FL 32218 
or email lucindabennett54@yahoo.com

ear Whitedove:  There are several modern day magi-
cians that perform amazing feats.  I’d like to know is 

any of it real Magic?  Kreskin in AK

Dear Kreskin,  From the beginning of time, mankind has the 
ability to create their desires with the force of their will.  We 
are truly magical creatures; Hence the very reason that the 
Angel kingdom fell in love with man.  There was a time in his-
tory that magic abounded. People could create and manifest 
with little effort because they KNEW that they could.  Then 
we came into an era of logic, intellect, and higher learning. 
When this happened, our intelligence ruled and true magic 
was deemed impossible, so then trickery or sleight of hand 
became the new magic.  But yes, Magic is real however only 
a few have remembered how to harness their will to create 
change and manifest great feats.  I Believe! 

Dear Whitedove,  There was a UFO sighting here in Texas yes-
terday, it made the news. My sister saw the lights in the night 
sky a perfect triangle formation, as did many others. There 
were also sightings in NYC during the same week.  Then the 
naysayers come out with silly explanations, balloons from a 
children’s party.  Please tell me: are we visited by beings from 
other Galaxies? Little Green Man in TX

Dear Green Man,  It’s very egotistical of humans to look up 
into the night sky, see the millions of stars and then presume 
that we are the only beings that God created.  Let me assure 
you there are many races of God’s children. Even here on 
Earth, we have other forms of intelligent life the mammals of 
the seas, and the animal kingdom too.  The Star Beings are our 
brothers and sisters; just know that we all were created by 
the same Mother, Father, God.

Dear Whitedove,  I’m getting pretty disillusioned with my 
church and their archaic rules and hypercritical abuses.  Why 
does God allow so many religions all claiming that their doc-
trine is the only way to Heaven?  Wouldn’t you say there’s a 
better way?  Avid Churchgoer in NYC

Dear Churchgoer,  Interpretations of spiritual doctrines have 
been the cause of much war and bloodshed throughout the 
ages. Religion is a manmade system of rules and regulations 
that has created segregation, prejudice and limitations.  
However Spirituality is growth. As we evolve and grow we can 
expand our beliefs.  The basic truths and principals are found 
in the Universal Laws. They apply to everyone.  If everyone 
would live their life ethically, by The Golden Rule (which is 
mentioned in many religious text)  Then the world would 
be a perfect place, the paradise as God originally created.  
Remember:   “Do unto others as you would have them do unto 
you” .

Rev.  Dr.  Janet Claire Moore
Spiritual Reader, Channel and Counselor
ADL Minister, Licensed Mental Health Counselor 

ACHE, Certifi ed Clinical Hypnotherapist

“TO INSPIRE, ENCOURAGE AND HEAL” 
Life path, future possibilities, Past lives, Grief

 issues, and Messages from Loved Ones in Spirit

352-373-8047  GAINESVILLE, FL          

JCMoore1@gmail.com
www.SeraphimCenter.org/reverend_drjanet.htm

Stacie Prince
Reiki Master / Energy Healer

908-581-3330     
Email: sjp22004@hotmail.com

One session will relieve 
pain/stress/anxiety

Call or email for more information



DECEMBER 25TH, 
Birthday of  
the Savior 
in Many 

Traditions

The actual birthday of Jesus was forgotten by the early Chris-
tian movement. In those days, various groups celebrated his 
birth on January 6, April 21 and May 1st. By the 4th century, 
the church selected the approximate time of the winter sol-
stice as the date to recognize Jesus’ birth. 

he winter solstice occurs about December 21 each year. 
It is the day of the year when the night is longest and 

the daytime shortest. Using the crude instruments available, 
ancient astronomers were able to detect by December 25 of 
each year that the daytime had become noticeably longer.  
This date was chosen, and remains, the traditional date for 
followers of many different Pagan religions to celebrate the 
rebirth of the sun. Following the solstice, each succeeding day 
has slightly more sunlight than the previous day. It was seen as 
a promise that warmth would return once more to the earth. 
Numerous pre-Christian Pagan religions honored their gods’ 
birth or rebirth on or about that day. Their deities were typi-
cally called: Son of Man, Light of the World, Sun of Righteous-
ness, Bridegroom, and Savior. Some examples are:

• Roman Pagan Religion: Attis was a son of the virgin Nana. 
His birth was celebrated on Dec. 25th. He was sacrifi ced as an 
adult in order to bring salvation to mankind. He died about 
March 25, after being crucifi ed on a tree, and descended for 
three days into the underworld. On Sunday, he arose, as the 
solar deity for the new season. His followers tied an image of 
Attis to a tree on “Black Friday,” and carried him in a proces-
sion to the temple. His body was symbolically eaten by his 
followers in the form of bread. Worship of Attis began in Rome 
circa 200 BCE.

• Greek Pagan Religion: Dionysus is another savior-god whose 
birth was observed on Dec. 25th. He was worshipped through-
out much of the Middle East as well. He had a center of wor-
ship in Jerusalem in the 1st century BCE. Some ancient coins 
have been found in Gaza with Dionysus on one side and JHWH 
(Jehovah) on the other. In later years, his fl esh and blood were 
symbolically eaten in the form of bread and wine. He was 
viewed as the son of Zeus, the Father God.
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Connecting the tools to heal the mind/body/spirit

arla Mary   SPIRITUAL ~ INTUITIVE

Readings - Classes - Massage Therapies      MA35225. 

941-729-5142    www.carlamary.net      941-320-2687

The College of  Metaphysical StudiesThe College of  Metaphysical Studies
The Educational Division of New Awareness Ministries, Int‛lThe Educational Division of New Awareness Ministries, Int‛l

Authorized to operate by the Commission for Independent Colleges and Universities, Florida Department of EducationAuthorized to operate by the Commission for Independent Colleges and Universities, Florida Department of Education

Earn a Certifi cation or Degree from Earn a Certifi cation or Degree from 
the comfort of your own homethe comfort of your own home  

The College of Metaphysical Studies (CMS) has been a leader in metaphysical The College of Metaphysical Studies (CMS) has been a leader in metaphysical 
and spiritual education since 1986.  Our primary purpose is to train prospective and spiritual education since 1986.  Our primary purpose is to train prospective 
leaders for metaphysical, New Age, New Thought, Spiritualist and Neo-Pagan leaders for metaphysical, New Age, New Thought, Spiritualist and Neo-Pagan 
communities through Distant-Learning or On-campus Training.  Those persons communities through Distant-Learning or On-campus Training.  Those persons 
not planning to become practitioners, but who only wish to pursue a solid self-not planning to become practitioners, but who only wish to pursue a solid self-
improvement program and acquire an excellent education in metaphysics and improvement program and acquire an excellent education in metaphysics and 
the spiritual sciences, are also encouraged to attend in a degree or non-degree the spiritual sciences, are also encouraged to attend in a degree or non-degree 
status.  status.  

We are authorized to operate as a private, non-secular college and to We are authorized to operate as a private, non-secular college and to 
issue Associate, Bachelor, Master and Doctorate Degrees in metaphysics, issue Associate, Bachelor, Master and Doctorate Degrees in metaphysics, 
religion, spiritual awareness, spiritual and holistic healing, esoteric studies, religion, spiritual awareness, spiritual and holistic healing, esoteric studies, 
parapsychology, and the entire allied metaphysical fi eld.  We also train and parapsychology, and the entire allied metaphysical fi eld.  We also train and 
certify ministers, spiritual and holistic healers, teachers, pastoral counselors, certify ministers, spiritual and holistic healers, teachers, pastoral counselors, 
mediums, intuitive practitioners, past-life regression facilitators and mediums, intuitive practitioners, past-life regression facilitators and 
administrators.  administrators.  

Write for our free booklet or visit us at Write for our free booklet or visit us at 
www.metaartsandsciences.orgwww.metaartsandsciences.org  

18514 US Highway 19 N 18514 US Highway 19 N 
Clearwater, FL 33764Clearwater, FL 33764

 1-800-780-META  1-800-780-META 
 Email: meta@gte.net or drbarbara@cms.edu Email: meta@gte.net or drbarbara@cms.edu

Rev. Dawn Casseday
Phone readings  

available     Psychic, Clairvoyant, Medium
Reiki /Energy Healing,Tarot

Past Life Regression Specialist
Clinical Hypnotist

       

386-478-0341
www.revdawncasseday.com 

CASSADAGA  



Alan Cohen is the author of many popular 
inspirational books, including his new metaphysi-
cal thriller, Linden’s Last Life. Listen to Alan’s 
weekly radio show Get Real on Hay House Radio 
at www.hayhouseradio.com, and join him on 
Maui in March 2011 for the Life Mastery Training. 
For more information about Alan’s books, pro-
grams, or his free daily inspirational quotes via 
email, visit www.alancohen.com, email info@
alancohen.com, or phone 1-800-568-3079.

Feed the Hungry

his is the time of year when many of us turn our attention 
to feeding the hungry. When most people think about 
feeding the hungry, we consider giving canned goods to 

the poor or serving at a soup kitchen. And what a benevolent 
service that is! Yet there is a hunger far more pervasive in our 
culture than the hunger for physical food, a malady from which 
hundreds of millions of people suffer every day. It is the hunger 
for presence and connection.
 Recently I was sitting in a club lounge at Chicago’s O’Hare 
Airport on a hectic day. Adverse weather conditions had 
delayed most fl ights, and the sitting areas were crowded with 
frustrated travelers. As I got settled, I noticed a woman across 
the aisle from me. She appeared to be an executive, talking on 
her cell phone loudly, giving orders to her subordinates. The 
lady seemed generally irritated and upset, demanding, and 
rather rude. She went on for quite a while in this manner over 
a number of calls to different people.
 A few minutes later a cleaning lady came through the lounge. 
A Hispanic woman, roughly the same age as the executive, she 
bore a kind smile and offered a pleasant, “Hello, how are you?” 
to the folks she passed. As she picked up the trash and wiped 
down the counters, she seemed at peace with herself and her 
work, a sharp contrast to the executive and many of the other 
travelers.
 I marveled at the irony of the scene. Here were lots of 
business travelers in a club lounge that cost a lot to enter; 
the patrons likely earned signifi cant salaries, lived in upscale 
houses, and were successful professionals.  By contrast, this 
humble cleaning lady wore a smock bearing the company name 
“Scrub,” probably earned minimum wage, and lived in a rented 
apartment. Yet she seemed like the happiest person in the 
room. If ever there was a teaching that happiness comes from 
the inside out, here it was.
 As we move into the holiday season we will exchange gifts, 
most of which you can touch with your fi ngers. Yet, as I learned 
from the cleaning woman, the gift of presence runs far deeper. 
If you are not present, you are absent, and if you are absent 
you have missed the most precious gift of all: this moment. 
A fellow in one of my seminars recounted that he had been 
feeling unfulfi lled in his marriage for many years, and he was 
disappearing daily. One day his 11-year-old daughter told him, 
“You’re not here, daddy. You’re a ghost.”
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From the Heart

T  We’re all familiar with Ebenezer Scrooge’s Christmas 
Carol encounter with the ghosts of Christmas past, present, 
and to come. If we were to put a modern spin on the story, 
Scrooge might meet himself as the ghost of Christmas absent. 
Christmas and the holidays may come and go, but if you are 
not here, all the protocols and festivities are meaningless. 
 I have had my own lessons in the importance of being 
present and the tragedy of being absent. After I moved to 
Hawaii, I bought a lovely house in the country and I offered a 
married couple a rental unit on the property in exchange for 
caretaking. At that time I was very busy, traveling a great deal. 
During my times at home, I was constantly debriefi ng from the 
last trip or preparing for the next one. As soon as I felt present, 
it was time to go out again. I was on a treadmill.
 One day the wife took me by the arm and invited me 
to stroll the grounds with her. As we walked, she made a 
statement that proved to be one of the greatest gifts of my 
life. She said, “Look at this magnifi cent property, Alan! Here 
are trees, birds, fl owers, and glorious sunrises. It is heaven 
on Earth. But how much do you enjoy it? You’re hardly here, 
and when you are here, you’re rushing to come and go. We’re 
your caretakers, and we enjoy your property more than you 
do. I wish you would experience the peace and joy that we do 
here.”
 Now that got my attention.  My caretakers were enjoying 
my home more than I was! That day I made a commitment 
to use my free time for soul satisfaction, not work, and now, 
after years of practice, I am fi nally enjoying my property as 
much as my caretakers did.
 I’m not suggesting you need to move to Hawaii to be happy. 
To the contrary, the goal is to fi nd connection wherever you are. 
Busy places are the most likely to distract us from connection, 
and the most powerful places to practice it. A supermarket 
checkout clerk counted that out of over 200 people she served 
on her shift, 57 were talking on their cell phones. Many of 
them, she reported, were discourteous, acting as if she was 
interrupting them from something more important, while she 
was simply trying to help them.  It’s not what you get done 
that makes or breaks a life. It’s how you get it done.
 Most people are hungry for human contact, many are 
starving for it, and some are dying for it. This holiday season 
let’s feed the hungry, starting with our own hunger for depth, 
meaning, and connection. Then maybe we can attain the 
extraordinary success of the cleaning lady. 

Spiritual Counselor - Healer
Minister Lecturer
Dr. James W.R. Thomas
Trance Readings / Spirit Guides
By Appointment
 

386-228-0910 Offi ce     Cell 386-451-7214
136 Chestnut Lane Lake Helen, FL 32744 
Email IAM1981@aol.com
Visit www.internationalassociationofmetaphysics.com 
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____________________________________________________
* Get ON with it!  with Resonance Patterning®
www.repatterninginstitute.net
____________________________________________________
ANIMAL COMMUNICATOR  www.PetTalkByPam.com 
386-405-4190
_____________________________________________________
SLEEPING GYPSY ~ INTUITIVE CHANNEL MEDIUM 
www.sleeping-gypsy.com         904-829-8677
____________________________________________________
ANGELINA’S PSYCHIC READINGS BY PHONE. 24/7    
954-538-1944 See page 29 for details
____________________________________________________
HIGHEST QUALITY HAND MADE LYE SOAP $/BAR  The No Sweat 
Soap Factory POBox 882, Mountain View, AR 72560  870-269-
9499  nosweatsoap@yahoo.com www.nosweatsoap.com
_____________________________________________________
CONNECTING WITH YOUR ANGELS, GUIDES & TEACHERS  
$10 mp3 fi le at www.horizonsmagazine.com.   Designed to 
activate the third eye, expand awareness, develop psychic 
perception. Page 32. 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
CHANGE YOUR EATING HABITS   $10 mp3 fi le 
at www.horizonsmagazine.com.   By the power of sugges-
tion, your desire to overeat will be replaced; your craving for 
unhealthy foods will be replaced  See page 32.
____________________________________________________
OOBE OUT OF BODY EXPERIENCE - YOU ARE NOT THE BODY  
$10 mp3 fi le at www.horizonsmagazine.com.    See pg  32.  
____________________________________________________ 
SLEEPYTIME RECHARGE  $10 mp3 fi le at 
www.horizonsmagazine.com.   Play this recording as you are 
falling asleep for restful rejuvenation.  We can retrain our 
consciousness to create healthy beliefs. See pg 32
____________________________________________________
STOP SMOKING  $10 mp3 fi le at www.horizonsmagazine.com.   
Our newest program.    See pg 32. 
___________________________________________________________ 

our classified ads
Your listing here for just $1.50 per word.   Mail your listing with payment by 10th of 

the month preceding publication or email to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com 

BRITISH MEDIUM JAN MARSHALL
Jacksonville ~ Feb 24th – 28th  2011 
Tallahassee ~ March 1st – 6th  2011

Orlando ~ March 7th -8th  2011
Gainesville ~ March 11th -14th  2011

IFSK Director 
Marilyn Jenquin






PrivatePrivate
ReadingsReadings  

In Person In Person 
or by Phoneor by Phone

$75 / 45 minutes$75 / 45 minutes

407-673-9776407-673-9776

Stansted-in-Florida  August 4th -  7th  2011 
4 Day Intensive Psychic/Mediumship 

Workshop in Orlando

Healing Energy ~ Shamanic Technique 
Workshops Coming in 2011

Ongoing Psychic – Mediumship 
Spiritual Development Classes.

These classes are designed to be on-going 
once per month development classes to 

help you improve your personal Psychic-
Mediumship skills.  These skills are for you to 
use regularly and daily to have a more enjoy-

able powerful peaceful journey thru life. 

Phone or e-mail for location and dates of classes.  
Check the complete program for 2011 on our 

website www.ifsk.comEmail dependablepc@earthlink.netEmail dependablepc@earthlink.net

SUNDAYS 10am-11:30amSUNDAYS 10am-11:30am
Everyone Welcome!Everyone Welcome!

321-733-1555321-733-1555
Sunday December 19thSunday December 19th

OUR OUR 
CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS 

CANDLELIGHT CANDLELIGHT 
SERVICESERVICE

Visit www.spirit-chapel.orgVisit www.spirit-chapel.org

THE THE SPIRITUALIST CHAPELSPIRITUALIST CHAPEL  
OF MELBOURNEOF MELBOURNE
with Rev.  John Rogers
1924 Melody Lane 

MELBOURNEMELBOURNE  
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Calendar of Events
Call to confi rm and learn of last minute changes 30c per word, due  the 10th (of the month before) at 

575 Escarole St SE  Palm Bay  FL 32909-4802.   Email to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com - call 321-722-2100 with 
credit card info.  No calendar listings taken by phone.   Listings must include time and physical location.

   Just $10 extra for color or a box around your listing

Mondays MELBOURNE 10 a.m.-12 p.m. Life Writers meet at 522 Ruth Circle, W. Melbourne. Write and read your life stories in 
supportive group. All levels welcome. Writing instruction provided at beginning of each session by facilitator Renelle West, 
author, editor, English-Composition instructor. $10. (321) 327-5868

Wednesday MERRITT ISLAND Meditation & Healing Service 12pm Christ Church of Positive Living 1353 N. Courtenay Pkwy 
321-454-4109

Every other Wednesday, MERRITT ISLAND 6:30-8:30 p.m. Life writers meet at 460 Gails Way, 32953. Write and read your life 
stories in supportive group. All levels welcome. Writing instruction provided at beginning of each session by facilitator Renelle 
West, author, editor, English-Composition instructor. $10  (321) 327-5868

2d, 4th Thursdays MELBOURNE/PALM BAY 7pm Wiccan-Pagan Outer Court Classes, Church of Iron Oak 321-722-0291

Saturdays ORLANDO Pranic Healing Circle 2-4pm Meditation, healing at Christ Church Unity 771 Holden Ave.   Call 407 852-3940 

Sundays MELBOURNE Spiritual Lecture Series 9am Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd Palm Bay 321-725-4024 No fee but love 
donation appreciated.   Hield Road is off Minton Road, just north of Palm Bay Road, go west a mile or so, it’s on the right, look 
for name on mailbox.

Sundays MELBOURNE 10:00am Sunday Service Unity Church of Melbourne 1745 Trimble Rd (off Wickham) 321-254-0313 (see pg 4)

Sundays MELBOURNE 10AM Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne, 1924 Melody La, behind the Melb. Auditorium 321-733-1555

Sunday MERRIT ISLAND 11am Sunday Service, Christ Church of Positive Living, 1353 N.  Courtenay Pkwy, 321-454-4109

Sundays MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle meets at Lotus Heart, 529 East New Haven, Melbourne, FL, 32901  7-8:45pm $3 
321-537-3843 

1st Sunday MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle presents their Monthly Psychic Fair.   They meet at  Lotus Heart, 529 East New 
Haven, Melbourne, FL, 32901  7:00 to 9:00pm $3 admission  321-537-3843  $10 for 15 minute readings   321-474-7348

Nov. 29-30  MELBOURNE “Season’s Meanings” Life Writers’ Retreat, held at Unity Church of Melbourne. $75, includes breakfast. 
Join us to jump-start your romp into the holidays in this two-day Life Writers’ retreat facilitated by Renelle West. New and ex-
perienced writers welcome. Spontaneous fun along with writing/reading season’s meanings and memories, sad and glad. 
Register by 11/24. rnlwest@gmail.com or (321)327-5868

January 30 WEST PALM  BEACH Meditation Seminar and 
Kriya Yoga Initiation at Crowne Plaza Hotel Ballroom.  All 
Welcome.  Donation basis.  Meditation Seminar 2-3:30pm 
and from 4-5pm there will be  Kriya Yoga Initiation con-
ducted by Roy Eugene Davis, ordained by Paramahansa 
Yogananda in 1951.  www.csa-davis.org  info@csa-davis.org 
706-782-4723.  See back cover of this magazine for details.

PSYCHIC FAIR  1st Sunday 
$10 for 15 minute reading   

2nd,  3rd,  4th,  5th  sundays  
Guest Speakers on Metaphysical Topics

 NEW LOCATION:   Lotus Heart Wellness
529 East New Haven Ave downtown Melbourne

321-474-7348

Metaphysicians’ Circle

www.metaphysicianscircle.com

7:00 - 8:45pm  
$3 fee
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alachua County 
(352) gainesville
(386) high Springs
A Rock shop & more
HIGH SPRINGS EMPORIUM               386-454-8657
660 NW Santa Fe Blvd (441)
Gemstone Jewelry & More

BOOKS & GIFTS 
WILD IRIS BOOKS                     352- 375-7477
802 W University Ave  www.wildirisbooks.com

CHURCHES
SERAPHIM CENTER & CHAPEL          352-339-5946
1234 NW 14th Ave Gainesville, FL
http://www.seraphimcenter.org

HEALTH FOODS
MOTHER EARTH MARKET      352-331-5224 
MOTHER EARTH MARKET      352-372-1741

PSYCHIC READER
REV.  DR.  JANET CLAIRE MOORE            352-373-8047
Channeler, Medium, Ordained Minister, 
Licensed Counselor

Brevard (321)Brevard (321)
ACUPUNCTURE
SUSAN HATHAWAY, Ph.D., AP             723-3017
2105 Palm Bay Rd NE   Suite #2 in Palm Bay

ASTROLOGY REPORTS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS               $22
Spiritual Astrology - Compatability, Transits
Reports focused on soul growth and mission
Email horizonsmagazine@aol.com 
MC Visa Am Ex Discover Paypal - Email/Mail

BOOKS & GIFTS
AQUARIAN DREAMS                           729-9495
414 N. Miramar Avenue (Hwy AIA)
www.aquariandreams.com

CREATIVE ENERGY                            952-6789
Incense, Music, Jewelry, Books, More
See ad page 2    835 E.  New Haven Ave Melb

 ALPHABETICALLY BY COUNTY ALPHABETICALLY BY COUNTY
To place your ad here for just $5 per line and mail it with payment by the 10th of the month before to:  

Horizons, 575 Escarole St SE, Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802   Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com    

Our Phone Directory...   321-722-2100
ENCHANTED SPIRIT                          784-2213
Treasures to inspire the spirit, soothe the soul
320 N.  Atlantic Ave (AIA) Cocoa Beach
Corner of North Third Street  (on the west)

RISING SUN EMPORIUM                     806-8741
501 Florida Ave Cocoa Village   M-Sat 10-5pm

SPEEDY PAC/Ship/Gifts/Decor          728-2415 
Interchange Sq.  Malabar Rd just west of I-95

WHAT YOU LOVE TO DO                       504-0304
602 Brevard Ave in Downtown Cocoa Village
www.whatyoulovetodo.com

WWW.ANGELSBYFELICIA.COM                917-3757
 

CHURCHES
CHRIST CHURCH OF POSITIVE LIVING
1353 N.  Courtenay Pkway Suite U
Merritt Island                                454-4109 

CONNECTIONS        10:30am                360-9239
www.ConnectionsSLC.com            Cocoa Village

THE NEW WAY  www.TheNewWay.us       961-3615

SPIRITUALIST CHAPEL OF MELBOURNE 733-1555

UU CHURCH OF BREVARD  www.uubrevard.org

UNITY OF MELBOURNE 10am Sundays   254-0313
1745 Trimble Rd     www.unityofmelbourne.com 

UNITY CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING  452-2625  
4725 N.  Courtenay Merrit Island

UNITY CHURCH ON THE SPACE COAST 
2000 South St in Titusville                    383-0195

HEALTH FOODS
APPLESEED 1007 Pathfi nder Rckldge    631-1444 
NATURE’S MARKET & CAFÉ               254-8688 
PINETREE HEALTH                            777-4677 
SUNSEED CO*OP Cape Can  AIA         784-0930
SUZAN’S HEALTH HAVEN            728-3930
THE JUNGLE ORGANIC     AIA            773.5678
 

HERBS & GIFTS
HERB CORNER                          757-7522 
277 N.  Babcock Street in Melbourne

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS 
1300 Pine Tree Dr.   IHB            321- 779-4647

HOLISTIC WELLNESS 
THE WELLNESS CENTER             321-676-3383

MEDITATION cds mp3s
ANDREA de MICHAELIS     $10  See page 32
Stop Smoking • Out Of Body Experience  
ReProgram Your Eating Habits  • Connecting 
With Your Angels, Guides,Teachers
Breath & Mantra Meditation since 1972 
Breathe awake The One inside

OPTOMETRY
THERESE B. DAHL, O.D.          321-264-4264
3659-D So. Hopkins Ave. Titusville, FL 32780
www.dr-dahl.com

PSYCHIC READERS
JORIE EBERLE                          321-638-0367
Spiritual Teacher, Reader, Advisor, Classes 
 
REV.  APRIL RANE                     321- 639-8738
Psychic-Medium & Tarot  www.aprilrane.com

KATHRYN FLANAGAN                321-591-5171
Advisor • Teacher • Tarot • Home Parties

REV. DEB PRIEVO                     321-626-5641          
Psychic/Tarot/Vibrational Tuning
At What You Love To Do in Cocoa Village

REV. TERRI MCNEELY                321-292-9292
Spiritual Advisor/Medium. Classes in Medium-
ship at Owl Visions in Cocoa Village. Also 
crystals and jewelry. www.owlvisions.com

TAROT BY TJ                           321-693-8048

Spiritual Development
ANDREA de MICHAELIS      321-722-2100
andrea@horizonsmagazine.com           

SPIRITUAL STORES           
CHRYSALIS SPIRIT (chrysalisspirit.com) 
Wholesale Prices on Stones, Crystals, Oils, 
Incense, Readings, Gifts and MUCH MORE!  
Readings and Hypnotherapy for $20
Flea Market on N. US1 in Cocoa Sat & Sun

Therapy
SPIRITUAL PATH FOUNDATION       321-951-8774
 Reiki, Regressions, Shamanic Healings, 
Counseling (in person or by phone)
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KEITH FITCH, LMT                      321-504-0304
Massage/Cranial Release Technique
Sound and Vibrational Therapy       #MA53465
Your home, biz or our Cocoa Village Location

YOGA MEDITATION 
Classes, RETREATS
YOGA SHAKTI MISSION                321-725-4024
Also books available by Ma Yoga Shakti
3895 Hield Rd in Palm Bay     (see page 39)

BrOWARD (954)BrOWARD (954)
FT.  LAUDERDALEFT.  LAUDERDALE

BOOKS & GIFTS
ANGEL HAVEN   Las Olas Blvd Ft Laud   522-4720

CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
5809 Hollywood Blvd.  Hollywood, FL
954-989-6400  www.espcenter.com

CRYSTAL FANTASY     Margate               973-0903 

CRYSTAL VISION 3160 Stirling Rd          981-4992
 
DIVINE LOVE INSTITUTE             954-920-0050
Hollywood, FL     www.divineloveinstitute.org
Gifts, Free Reiki Circle, Life Coaching, Akashic 
Record Certifi cation, Angel Workshops, Magni-
fi ed Healing and IET Certifi cation  

GRIFFIN’S LOFT              625-6775
4282 S.  University Drive in Davie

NATURE’S EMPORIUM             755-2223
8041 West Sample Road Coral Springs 

NEW AGE BOOKS & THINGS                   771-0026
4401 N.  Federal Hwy Fort Lauderdale

CHURCHES
RELIGIOUS SCIENCE FORT LAUDERDALE
Center for Spiritual Living              954-566-2868

UNITY GATEWAY CHURCH               954-938-5222
3701 N.  University in Coral Springs 

UNITY CHURCH OF HOLLYWOOD     954-548-9320 
2750 Van Buren Street             www.unityoh.org
Services in Spanish 6pm Sunday in the sanctuary

HEALTH FOODS
HEALTH FOODS PLUS                            989-3313
3341 Hollywood Blvd in Hollywood 

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
810 University Drive Coral Springs        753-8000
7220 Peters Road in Plantation             236-0600
2000 N.  Federal Hwy Ft.  Laud            565-5655 

WILD OATS MARKETPLACE                    566-9333
2501 East Sunrise Blvd in Ft.  Laud 

COLLIER COUNTY COLLIER COUNTY 
(239)  NAPLES(239)  NAPLES

BOOKS & GIFTS
SACRED SPACE                            239-390-2522

CHURCHES
UNITY OF NAPLES   Books, gifts         775-3009 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE         353-7778
FOOD & THOUGHT MKT CAFE         213-2222 
NATURE’S GARDEN                          643-4959
SUN SPLASH Market & Cafe               434-7721  
SUNSHINE Discount Vitamin      941-598-5393

duval (904) 
Jacksonville

BOOKS & GIFTS
BLACK SHEEP BOOKS                           880-1895
9735 St.  Augustine Road  Jacksonville 32257 

EARTH GIFTS    www.earthgifts.com    389-3690

CHURCHES
COSMIC CHURCH OF TRUTH          904-384-7268
1637 Hamilton Street - in Jacksonville 

UNITY CHURCH FOR CREATIVE LIVING   
2777 Race Track Rd   Jax              904-287-1505
www.unityinjax.com/

ESCAMBIA (850)ESCAMBIA (850)
pENSACOLApENSACOLA

UNITY OF PENSACOLA                 850-438-2277
716 N.  9th Ave.  www.unitypns.com

FLAGLER (386) 
PALM COAST

ART, GIFTS, GATHERINGS
THE SOURCE LIMITED                   386-437-3230
 4601 East Hwy 100, Unit F-3 Bunnell 32110
Books, gifts, CD’s crystals, classes, more

MERLIN’S MERCANTILE     386-243-0534
202 N. Railroad St in Bunnell

pet PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL                               386-405-4190 
www.PetTalkByPam.com

Hillsborough 
(813) Tampa, LUTZ
BOOKS, GIFTS, READINGS
MYSTIKAL SCENTS       813-986-3212

GAIA SPIRITUAL DOORWAYS        813-943-3666
26300 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz Florida 33559
http://www.gaiaspiritualdoorways.com/

Indian River 
(772)Vero, Sebastian
ACUPUNCTURE
COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE          772-766-4418

BOOKS & GIFTS
THE INSPIRED HEART     772-569-2877

RADIANT SPIRIT     772-501-5345

CHURCHES
UNITY OF VERO BEACH     772- 562-1133

LeE county (239) 
fort myers

BOOKS & GIFTS
THE LABYRINTH        239-939-2769
12995 S.  Cleveland Avenue #108

CHURCHES
UNITY OF FT. MYERS                 239-278-1511
11120 Ranchette Road   Fort Myers, FL 33966
www.unityoffortmyers.org

Leon Cty (850) 
Tallahassee

BOOKS & GIFTS
CRYSTAL CONNECTION                     878-8500
1233 Apalachee Parkway in Tallahassee

STONE AGE Tallahassee Mall            383-0233 
 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
HONEYTREE 1616 N.  Monroe St           681-2000
NEW LEAF MARKET                            942-2557

MaNATEE County
(941) 

psychic carla mary
www.carlamary.net          941-729-5142
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Marion County
(352) Ocala

BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GLENN                      352-401-1862
3315 E Silver Springs Blvd Ocala 
www.mystic-realms.com

SOUL ESSENTIALS   Ocala     352-236-7000
Crystals, rocks, gems, unique gifts, healing gifts
606 SE 3rd Ave Ocala  jensoul@embarqmail.com

CAFE
BDBEANS CAFÉ     352- 245-3077
CHELSEA COFFEE        352-351-5282 
JITTERZ CAFÉ                      352-307-9870 

CHURCHES
UNITY OF OCALA 101 Cedar Road   352-687-2113 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
MOTHER EARTH MARKET               352-351-5224

Ocala Ghost Walks 
www.ocalaghostwalks.com            352-690-7933

Therapy
REIKI BY SUSI                                716-803-0113
Reiki Master specializing in stress and pain 
management  Enchaincing all other therapies.  
People, horses, pets.

Martin County 
(772) Stuart 

BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC CHRONICLE    Jensen           334-1899

CRYSTALS & GEMS
BELLA JEWELRY & GIFTS                      219-8648 
39 SW Osceola Street, Stuart 34994 

DREAM CATCHER                                 692-6957
1306 NW Federal Highway in Stuart 

HEALTH FOODS/CAFE
NATURE’S WAY CAFE     Stuart              220-7306
PEGGY’S   5839 SE Federal Hwy           286-1401

BOOKS AND GIFTS
DREAMCATCHER                       692-6957
Emerald Plaza 1306 NW Federal Hwy Stuart 

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
CRYSTAL CENTER OF ILLUMINATION    465-9327
ACIM • TM • Yoga • Reiki • E-W Sunday Service

UNITY OF FORT PIERCE                    461-2272
3414 Sunrise  oneness@unityoffortpierce.com

MIAMI-DADE (305) 
BOOKS & GIFTS
CELESTIAL TREASURES            461-2341
3444 Main Hwy in Coconut Grove 

9TH CHAKRA              538.0671
530 Lincoln Road in Miami Beach    

FAIRY’S RING 86 Miracle Mile                446-9315

THE WITCHS GARDEN   Hialeah            953-5546
1275 W 47 Place #432  www.TheWitchsGarden.Com

HEALTH FOODS
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
21105 Biscayne Blvd in Aventura          933-1543 

WILD OATS MARKETPLACE            532-1707
WILD OATS MARKETPLACE                    971-0900

PSYCHIC READERS
REV.  ALBERT J.  BOWES                386-228-3209
Also in Cassadaga – see display ad pg 10

NELLIE           386-228-0168
Cassadaga Psychic Medium Teacher - see pg 10

Monroe (305) 
Florida Keys 

HEALTHFOOD/Juice Bar
GOOD FOOD CONSPIRACY            872-3945
US 1, Mile Marker 30 on Big Pine Key 

NEW AGE BOOKS,  GIFTS
BLUE MOON TRADER                     872-8864
   
CRYSTAL LOFT                              872-9390

Okaloosa (850) 
Ft.  Walton Bch

CHURCHES
UNITY CHURCH  FWB         864-1232

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FEELIN’ GOOD!       Hwy 98 Destin      654-1005 
GOLDEN ALMOND        FWB            863-5811

YOGA, CLASSES, MORE
THE BAREFOOT YOGA STUDIO    850-678-8498
1605 Partin Drive North Niceville, FL 32578
www.thebarefootyogastudio.net 

Orange County 
(407) Orlando

BOOKS & GIFTS
AVALON          Hillcrest St in Orlando 895-7439
SPIRAL CIRCLE   750 Thornton Orlando 894-9854

CHURCHES
CENTER FOR MIND BODY SPIRIT CONNECTION 
A Religious Science Church       407-671-2848
6832 Hanging Moss Rd.      Orlando, FL 32807

HERBS, GIFTS 
LEAVES & ROOTS                  407- 823-8840
9434 E.  Colonial Drive in Orlando 

Meditation Gallery
SHIRDI SAI BABA CENTER    407-830-1276

Herbal consults, 
DAWN’S ENCHANTED GARDEN  
Live Oak School of Natural Healing 
352-669-1963 and 407-967-6042
Dawn @ Dawnsenchantedgarden.com 

pet PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL                               386-405-4190 
www.PetTalkByPam.com

Psychic tarot seance 
DENNIS HOLLIN  Orlando area 407-721-3396

OSCEOLA County 
(407) KISSIMMEE

psychic medium 
NODIRA                              407-749-4800
www.connect2thespirit.com  Also classes

Palm Beach (561)
BOOKS & GIFTS
BOTANICA SAN EXPEDITO              561-682-0955
CHANGING TIMES                          640-0496
CRYSTAL CREATIONS                           649-9909
SECRET GARDEN                           844-7556
SHINING THROUGH                           276-8559
DREAM ANGELS       561-745-9355
SPIRITUAL AWAKENINGS   Lk Worth 561-642-3255

CRYSTAL GARDEN                           369-2836
2610 N.  Federal Hwy Boynton Beach 
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Coffee & gifts
MOTHER EARTH COFFEE & GIFTS  561-460-8647
410 2nd Avenue North in Lake Worth, FL 33460

CHURCH / CLASSES
UNITY OF THE PALM BEACHES      561-833-6483

HEALTH FOOD/CAFES
NUTRITION S’MART                  561-694-0644
4155 Northlake Blvd Palm Bch Gardens  
www.nutritionsmart.com

INTUITIVE  
HEART EXPRESSIONS                   561-400-9621 
Katy Simmone*My Loving Guides Answer Your 
Questions*New Clients 30 min free phone*Reiki/
Classes/Spiritual Coaching in E. Boca & by 
Phone*heart_exp@yahoo.com*heartexpressions
online.com

PINELLAS 
(727)  ST. PETE 
CLEARWATER

BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GODDESS       Largo                 530-9994 
OTHER WORLDS         St.  Pete            345-2800
 

CHURCHES 
UNITY OF CLEARWATER           531-5259

PEOPLE’S SPIRITUALIST CH                  686-8362

TEMPLE OF LIGHT                               538-9976

Sarasota (941)
BOOKS & GIFTS
ELYSIAN FIELDS    Midtown Plaza   941-361-3006 

St john’s  (904)
PSYCHIC TAROT
SLEEPING GYPSY ~ Intuitive Channel Medium
www.sleeping-gypsy.com         904-829-8677
 

 Seminole (407) 
LAKE MARY 
Sanford

Church, BOOKS, GIFTS
UNITY CHURCH OF CHRISTIANITY
4801 Clarcona Ocoee Rd ORL        407-294-7171

CRYSTALS AND GEMS
TIMELESS TREASURES               407-314-7478
Flea World – Sanford – A/C GOLD Bldg #18-20 

GIFTS, CONSULATIONs
LUNASOL ESOTERICA   Sanford  407- 392-6870

pet PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL                               386-405-4190 
www.PetTalkByPam.com

VOLUSIA(386)  
DAYTONA, NEW 

SMYRNA, DELand
books and gifts
A LOTTA SCENTS                             423-9190

CASSADAGA CAMP BOOKSTORE              228-2880 

ENCHANTED SOUL OF CASSADAGA         532-1000
  
MERLIN’S VISION                                738-4056
100 S.  Woodland Blvd in Deland 

THE PURPLE DOOR 31 S Hwy 17-92   753-9393

HERBS AND GIFTS
SPICE OF LIFE HERBS                           734-0035
214 W.  Beresford Ave in Deland  Wed 5-8pm Sat 
& Sun 10-5pm  www.spiceofl ifeherbs.com 

METAPHYSICAL CENTER
Int’l Assn. of Metaphysics (I.A.M.)  386-228-0910
140 E. Michigan Ave., Lake Helen, FL 32744
Classes, Seminars, Sun & Thu Light Services

PET PSYCHIC
PAM FINZEL                              386-405-4190
Daytona Bch Shores www.PetTalkByPam.com

PSYCHIC READERS
REV.  ALBERT J.  BOWES                386-228-3209
NELLIE           386-228-0168

psychicS rocks &Gems
PURPLE ROSE  in Cassadaga          386-228-3315

GEORGIA 
BOOKS & GIFTS
MINDFUL EXPRESSIONS                 706-782-5755
68 N.  Main St in Clayton, GA    

PHOENIX & DRAGON                 404-255-5207 
5531 Roswell Road • Atlanta, GA 30342
inside I-285  www.phoenixanddragon.com
Unique gifts, jewelry, psychic readings

Morgana Starr 
Are you Feeling Stuck Are you Feeling Stuck 

in your Personal, in your Personal, 
Financial or Spiritual Financial or Spiritual 

Life?  Are you weighted Life?  Are you weighted 
down with emotional down with emotional 
and physical pain?and physical pain?

Personal Sessions with Morgana assist you 
at reclaiming your power, relieving stress 

and fi nding Divine peace in your life.

   Angel Messenger
                   Spiritual Advisor
                          Reiki Master Teacher
                                     Author & Speaker

Reverend Morgana Starr has been following 
a spiritual path for most of her life. A child of 
missionary parents in Africa, Morgana was 
raised in the Christian Church and attended 

Bible College. 

Challenges with Fibromyalgia caused her to 
actively work with the Angels. She specifi -
cally partners with the angel Anael, whom 
assists with unveiling your Divine Blueprint 

(Life Path) and removing blockages that 
have kept you from your true potential.

Reiki Master/Teacher (Third Generation Usui 
Method): Private attunements available 

PERSONAL SPIRITUAL PERSONAL SPIRITUAL 
CONSULTATIONS AT CAFÉ UNIQUE CONSULTATIONS AT CAFÉ UNIQUE 

IN COCOA VILLAGE.IN COCOA VILLAGE.

Now available with Morgana at Adam’s 
Muscular Therapy on the corner of Murrell 
and Viera in Melbourne: Hands on Energy Hands on Energy 

Balancing, Spiritual Healing, Past Life Balancing, Spiritual Healing, Past Life 
Regression/Healing, Pain Management Regression/Healing, Pain Management 

and Stress Reliefand Stress Relief

ANAEL CDS  AVAILABLE:ANAEL CDS  AVAILABLE:
The Divine TempleThe Divine Temple: Uncover and heal issues : Uncover and heal issues 
that caused extra layers of ‘fl uffi ness’ on your that caused extra layers of ‘fl uffi ness’ on your 

physical body.physical body.

Totem Meditation:Totem Meditation: Meet with your Totem  Meet with your Totem 

Pyramid Meditation:Pyramid Meditation: Clear, Cleanse, Heal  Clear, Cleanse, Heal 
and Cut negativity from your life and heal and Cut negativity from your life and heal 
Mother Earth with each breath.Mother Earth with each breath.

Astral Travel:Astral Travel: Safely Astral Travel and Meet  Safely Astral Travel and Meet 
your Guides $15 includes s/hyour Guides $15 includes s/h

www.morganastarr.com

PHONE SESSIONS 
 AVAILABLE

321-506-1143
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Karen Williams is the author of Soulsongs: 
Welcoming Your Deepest Desires and 
distributes a bumper magnet, “Think Happy 
Thoughts & Good Things Will Happen.” Karen 
and her partner, Mark, also host Abraham-Hicks 
discussion groups in Winter Springs, Florida.   
E-mail: soulsongkaren@cfl .rr.com.   Karen’s 
blog: www.abrahamfun.com.

Abraham *Fun*

T

321-961-3615        www.thenewway.us

At The Aquarian Building 238 Peachtree St Cocoa 
2 blocks North of 520, 2 blocks West of US1

   Rev. Suzan Bailey

   SUNDAY MORNINGS 10:30AMSUNDAY MORNINGS 10:30AM

DAVID RINDGE, LAc, DOM, RN
ACUPUNCTURE PHYSICIAN 
DOCTOR OF ORIENTAL MEDICINE • REGISTERED NURSE 
OVER 35 YEARS MEDICAL EXPERIENCE • PRESIDENT EMERITUS, FLORIDA 
STATE ORIENTAL MEDICAL ASSN

We Help People Get Well And Stay Well!
• Laser Therapy
• Bio-electromagnetics
• Acupuncture
• Hypnosis
• Herbs/Homeopathy
• Thermography Screening

Sheila Rindge, CHt
Certifi ed Hypnotherapist

Behavior Modifi cation: 
Smoking, Weight Control

Overcome Fears and Anxiety

Performance enhancement:
Competitive sports, personal goals

CENTER COOPERATIVE MEDICINE
279 N.  Babcock Street
Melbourne, FL 32935
321-751-7001
www.cooperativemedicine.com 

How to Play the 
Game of  Life

he most valuable goal I could pursue is to stay as peaceful, happy, and content as possible. When I’m in that “space,” 
I’m in the fl ow of receiving my deepest desires with ease. Prosperity, health, fulfi lling relationships, and meaningful work 

opportunities come to me to the degree that I am happy and relaxed. Thanks to the universal Law of Attraction, my mental 
focus and resulting emotional state attract circumstances that match up with themselves. Always.

 Then along comes everyday reality with its malfunctions, let-downs, hassles, pressures, and fear-inducing messages. If my 
commitment to inner peace and joy doesn’t prevail, I’ll succumb to feelings of stress and upset when things go wrong - even 
though I know all the reasons not to go there.   

It can help to view this earthly experience as a game and life as my friendly opponent. My objective is to stay in an imagined 
golden circle of feeling emotionally good. Life’s objective, I pretend, is to knock me out of my golden circle into a stress zone.   
Every time that I start to waver and go into the stress zone and yet pull myself back into inner peace, I give myself a point. I 
have won that round. I can even carry a clicker-counter with me throughout the day and keep a record of my points.

 The more effort I put into this game, the less effort I’ll put into dealing with the those malfunctions, let-downs, hassles, pres-
sures, and bad surprises, for they will dramatically decrease. In fact, countless wonders and “miracles” will become my reward 

Ask about our NO CREDIT CHECK InHouse Finance Program

as I develop profi ciency at this game.

In due time, that friendly adversary known as life will lessen 
its opposition, and we’ll spar only occasionally, all in good 
fun. 
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...continued to page 30...

Soul Powered Life
Lynn Thomas has found intuitive writing 
to be a useful tool for receiving creativ-
ity, guidance and clarity. Lynn enjoys 
blending the practical with the mystical 
while sharing insights and inspiration 
with her readers. Receive a free copy 
of “Unleash Your Intuition”  at: 
www.SoulPoweredLife.com

Synchronicity ~ being gently 
guided down paths, to people, 

places or events
“There is no such thing as chance; and what seem to us merest ac-
cident springs from the deepest source of destiny.” Friedrich Schiller 

(1759 – 1805)

 recent journey to a bookstore led me to more than I 
could have anticipated.  More than once, I have walked 

into a bookstore – and a book cover seems to shimmer or a 
book has literally fallen off of a shelf – getting my attention.  
I intuitively know that the book is the very one I came to pur-
chase – though I did not know it when I fi rst entered the store.

A

The other day while I was in a bookstore, it was not a book, 
but a copy of Horizons Magazine that shimmered.  I took the 
magazine home and read through it, thoroughly enjoying the 
articles.  Towards the back of the magazine, I read a page 
from the editor, Andrea de Michaelis, about her download-
able audios.

The fi rst audio listed, “Connecting with Your Angels, Guides 
& Teachers” caught my attention because of a comment 
made in the testimonial below the summary of the audio.  
The customer had said how the audio had helped her in her 
writing.  I’m open to discovering new writing tools and inspi-
ration, so I went to the website for more information.

At the Horizons website, I listened to a sample of the audio.  
Then I read through Andrea’s blog to see if I resonated with 
her writing.  After enjoying some of her articles, I then read 
her bio.  As I looked at her photograph, I thought, that some-
day I’d like to chat with her.

I then ordered and downloaded the audio fi le per instructions.  
But as I listened to the mp3 fi le, the sound was off … Andrea’s 
voice was barely audible behind the sound of the music and 
wave tracks.  This didn’t seem right, as it sounded nothing 
like the sample.

Angels,  Guides & TeachersGuides & Teachers
Designed to activate the third eye, expand awareness, develop psychic 
perception and become receptive to inner guidance.   Even if you have never 
experienced conscious contact, you can still be successful.    Once you activate your 
psychic perception, expect to receive inner guidance more clearly than ever before.   Even 
if you are skeptical, you can still be successful.   A fi sh doesn‛t have to believe in the ocean.  
As your third eye opens, expect to receive more vivid psychic impressions from your angels, 
guides and teachers.   
Andrea, I listen to this mp3 file as I begin my meditation, then I go into the silence for 20 
minutes.   I never felt very successful at meditating until now.   It’s easier to feel peaceful 
and things don’t worry me as much now.   I have even done some automatic writing that has 
helped me focus myself careerwise, and my new ideas are creating more income.   Thank you 
for the kickstart.   Jennifer Hudson, Orlando   

Connecting with your 

For download, go to www.horizonsmagazine.com -- Go to “Andrea’s Audio CD MP3 
Page”  OR directly to http://www.horizonsmagazine.com/CD_Page/index.html

Listen online

I love Lynn’s story because not only does it give me an excuse to run my ad, it gives me a new writer for Horizons Magazine!

Available for  immediate mp3 download immediate mp3 download for  just $10 just $10 (regular cd $22)
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...continued on page 33 ...

...continued from page 9...

Abraham-Hicks  

There are so many well meaning people who see the contrast, 
give birth to the rocket of desire, feel it powerfully, shout it 
to the Universe -- and the Universe is answering. And then, 
they’re campaigning against what’s wrong and holding them-
selves apart from the solution. 

Even though solutions are happening all over the world, they 
never have access to them, because they are vibrationally so 
different from the solutions, that even though solutions are 
happening, they never get to see a glimpse of them. 

We wouldn’t attempt in any way to try to convince you that 
there are not things that are happening in your world that 
you don’t want to happen. But, looking at the things that you 
don’t want, will never make your world more as you want it 
to be. It will only drag you down into the discord of that. 

As a creator, you are better off with those things you don’t 
want in your world, than if your world was, by your standards, 
perfect in every way, because those things cause you to reach 
beyond what-is. 

And if you do not fi nd reason to reach beyond what-is, then 
you stand still, and none of us can do that. There is only mo-
tion forward. Contrast assures that. 

We are all free, or none of us are free. And so, if you like 
being able to choose the things that you like to choose -- then 
it must be alright with you that others choose the things that 
they want to choose. 

“Oh, that’s so hard! It’s so hard. I want them to choose, 
within reason, only things that I would choose.” And we say, 
then somebody gets to choose what you would choose. 

And you say, “Well, can’t we just all agree on what’s alright 
for us to choose?” And we say, how’s that working out for you, 
now? 

Today there are bombs being dropped on nations that choose 
other than you would have them choose -- for no reason other 
than that they are choosing other than you would have them 
choose. 

You say, “Our way of government is the only way that is ac-
ceptable. And we will snuff out all others who are choosing 
otherwise.” And we say, well, where does that one end? 

It turns out that it is all being orchestrated from that Broader 
Perspective. Let’s say that some of you get very infl uential. 
And you manage to offer your brand of beliefs in such a way 
that everybody on the planet today, just for a moment, at 
about 4:30 this afternoon, believes as you believe. 

Just for that moment, you fi nally got it done -- but, then, 
tomorrow a whole avalanche of new spirits, renegade spirits, 
come forth into new bodies with whole different sets of ideas 
and intentions of everything that you have orchestrated. 

The balance of intent is coming forth from that broader Non-
Physical Perspective, and the variety is supreme, because 
out of that variety, each genius consciousness gets to choose 
something more. 

The discord and the squalor and suffering and the poverty 
and the negative emotion, and the illness, all the bad stuff 
that you see or hear about in your physical environment -- is 
not because blessed spirits are coming forth and choosing bad 
things.

In every single case, every bit of that suffering or sickness, 
or sadness, is because somebody’s locked off their signal 
momentarily. 

You don’t need to worry about the choices. It’s not because 
the choices are there, that people are making horrible 
choices. 

In fact, the more that they feel that they don’t have choices, 
the more locked off they are, and the more choices that 
feel awful they make. Those that are acting out in violence, 
aren’t acting out from their place of feeling free and secure. 

www.natureshaven.biz     321-208-3636     Brevard rental homes

 NATURE’S HAVEN  SPIRITUAL SPEAKTod McNeal’s

“On dealing with emotional pain: Out of pain may come purpose...
                           let your tears water the seeds of hope.”  -Tod McNeal
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...continued from page 14...

Like the agrarian society of centuries past, our Spiritual 
farmers use the Christmas season to regroup and give 
thanks.  We face the New Year soon after the solstice, and 
with it comes the uncertainty of survival of new ideas and 
experiences.  

Under the shining star of wisdom, we give birth to new pos-
sibilities and ways of thinking and soon after, we leave our 
past behind and dare to use the resources of our soul we 
stashed away for the cold days of our life’s work.  

We celebrate the end of one way of life in the present year, 
and move forward, sometimes reluctantly, into new begin-
nings knowing no matter how intensely we dig our heels 
into the old calendar and our old ways, time progresses and 
we must move with it.  

While we build upon on our past collection of beliefs and 
practices, we fi nd when we harvest our greater good, it 
appears differently than before. Transformed by time and 
aging, our spiritual good fermented like fi ne wine into 
greater blessings than we imagined.  Like good stewards of 
the crops of our life work, we bless the ideas healthy for us, 
and discard any notions diseased with the mould of self-
doubt and negativity.

Give thanks for bountiful cycles
From Christmas to Easter, to Summer and Fall, we recognize 
and enjoy the life cycles of time and earth’s gifts.  Simi-
larly, we must remember to appreciate the cyclic nature 
of our awareness as it shifts naturally with maturity and 
responds to life experience.  At every turn, gratefulness 
enhances our lives and enriches the soil of our contented 
hearts.

At Christmas, we refl ect upon what we grew this past year 
through the garden of relationships, for the crop of con-
sciousness serves as building blocks for the coming year.  

When we reserve enough good in the storehouse of your 
soul, life fi nds a way to sustain us through diffi culties and 
challenges.  Death of old dusty attitudes and ideas offers 
us the opportunity to sweep away what no longer serves 
us and clears the path for new information and enlighten-
ment.  In the center of the clearing, lies the opportunity 
for a rebirth of Spirit, moving us ever forward toward an 
abundant future.

...continued from page 16...

• Egyptian Pagan Religion: Osiris is a savior-god who had 
been worshipped as far back as Neolithic times  Worship of 
Osiris and celebration of his Dec 25th birth, were estab-
lished throughout the Roman Empire by the end of the 1st 
century BCE.. “He was called Lord of Lords, King of Kings, 
God of Gods...the Resurrection and the Life, the Good 
shepherd...the god who ‘made men and women be born 
again’”  Three wise men announced his birth. His followers 
ate cakes of wheat which symbolized his body. 

Many sayings associated with Osiris were taken over into 
the Bible. This included:

  • 23rd Psalm: an appeal to Osiris as the good Shepherd 
to lead believers through the valley of the shadow of death 
and to green pastures and still waters
  • Lord’s Prayer: “O amen, who art in heaven...”
  • Many parables attributed to Jesus.

*Persian Pagan Religion: Mithra was a Persian savior. 
Worship of Mithra became common throughout the Roman 
Empire, particularly among the Roman civil service and 
military. Mithraism was a competitor of Christianity until 
the 4th century. Their god was believed to have been born 
on December 25, circa 500 BCE. His birth was witnessed by 
shepherds and by gift-carrying Magi. This was celebrated 
as the “Dies Natalis Solic Invite,” The “Birthday of the 
Unconquered Sun.” 

Some followers believed that he was born of a virgin. 
During his life, he performed many miracles, cured many 
illnesses, and cast out devils. He celebrated a Last Supper 
with his 12 disciples. He ascended to heaven at the time of 
the spring equinox, about March 21.

•  The Babylonians celebrated their “Victory of the Sun-
God” Festival on Dec. 25. Saturnalia was celebrated from 
Dec. 17 to 23 in the Roman Empire. Roman Emperor Aure-
lian blended Saturnalia with a number of birth celebrations 
of savior Gods from other religions, into a single holy day: 
Dec. 25th.  

As the people of the Roman Empire were accustomed to 
celebrating the birth of a god on that day, the developing 
Christian church adopted this date as the birthday of their 
savior, Jesus. 

From http://www.religioustolerance.org/xmas_sel.htm

December 25, Birthday of  the 
Savior in Many 

Traditions

Death and Rebirth 
at Christmas
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NOTES 
from the 

Universe

The BIG THING rarely happens 
when you ask for it, nor does it 

typically come from who or where 
you expect. It usually comes a bit 
later, from someone you didn’t 

even know when you first asked, 
as a result of some weird turn of 
events that were impossible to 

foresee.

So, chill. Be patient. Enjoy the 
moment. And let your friends, 
employers, and partners off the 
hook. Besides, they’re going to 
have enough to deal with when 
the BIG THING does arrive, if 

you know what I mean.

Won’t be long,
    The Universe

  

An international tax accountant turned entrepreneur turned 
writer for “the Universe,” and one of the teachers for the best-
selling book The Secret, Mike Dooley has found his calling.  Mike 
runs TUT’s Adventurers Club and travels internationally, speak-
ing to thousands on life, dreams, happiness.   Visit www.tut.com 
to sign up for free daily Notes from the Universe!

Luna Sol EsotericaLuna Sol Esoterica, LLC
METAPHYSICAL AND NEW AGE SUPPLY STORE

311 S. Park Ave in Sanford, FL 32771

407-392-6870 
www.lunasolesoterica.com

For all your metaphysical needs: 
crystals, candles, incense, oils, herbs, books, 

jewelry, divination and ritual tools

Ann Moura, Tarot reader with 45 years experience, author 
of Tarot for the Green Witch, is available for readings and 

consultations by appointment or walk-in.
   Dec 1 (7 PM) -- Witches Meditation Meetup
   Dec 9 (7 PM) -- Drum Circle
   Dec 11 (All Day) -- Gigantic Winter Sale With Great Discounts!
   Dec 11 (3 PM) -- Book Release Party For Mansions Of The 
            Moon For The Green Witch With Author Ann Moura
   Dec 14 (1 PM) -- Creating Herbal Holiday Gifts
   Dec 18 (All Day) Meditate With 12,000 Year Old Dropa Topaz Skulls     
   Dec 21 (6 PM) -- Yule Ritual

Credit and debit cards accepted  -  Knowledgeable, experienced staffCredit and debit cards accepted  -  Knowledgeable, experienced staff
Open Mon – Sat 10am – 6pm        Sundays 11am – 6pmOpen Mon – Sat 10am – 6pm        Sundays 11am – 6pm

Check website for details on all upcoming classes and eventsCheck website for details on all upcoming classes and events
www.lunasolesoterica.com         www.lunasolgifts.comwww.lunasolesoterica.com         www.lunasolgifts.com



Katherine Skaggs is an internationally recognized visionary artist, 
intuitive, author, teacher, spiritual counselor, shamanic practitioner 
and painter of souls. Katherine is the artist of the Mythical Goddess 
Tarot, the Pocket-full of Goddesses Blessing Oracle and the Origi-

nal Pocket Blessing Cards. Katherine has also assist-
ed 1000s of people through her sacred soul portrait 
process, helping to reveal the beauty and love of the 
true soul self. 

She is inspired to bring beauty, love and a vision of 
inspiration to others through visionary, archetypal art, 
intuitive painting classes and workshops, and soul 
portrait sessions, a process unique to Katherine and 
her intuitive guidance.
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cover artcover art
Abundance AngelAbundance Angel

by Katherine Skaggsby Katherine Skaggs

To learn more about Katherine Skaggs, her services and products as well as a beautiful gallery of her 
sacred art, go to www.katherineskaggs.com.

Psychic readings by phone
954-538-1944

LYE SOAP IS GOOD FOR:
Psoriasis and Eczema

Spots & Stains 
Poison Oak/Ivy

Athlete’s Foot
Insect Bites

Dandruff
Fish Bait

Acne

The Highest Quality Hand Made Lye Soap 

No Sweat Soap Factory
Using a 200 year old family recipe and a fi fth generation iron soap 
pot, Deborraha Burnett makes Scottish Lye Soap at the No Sweat 
Soap Factory. She may be found at Living History 
events, old-time music festivals, craft fairs.

“When Grandma brought her soap pot from Scotland in 
1905, she had no idea she was founding a family busi-
ness. Although she was only twelve, she managed to 
help support herself and six brothers by making soap and 
baskets.  Wherever we go to demonstrate our craft, we 
are privileged to hear many family stories about making 
soap. The past has a legacy for all of us, and we hope to 
continue making Grandma’s soap in her pot for at least 
fi ve more generations...”

$3 per 
bar

The No Sweat Soap Factory 
870-269-9499     P.O. Box 882, Mountain View, AR 72560

E-Mail nosweatsoap@yahoo.com
www.nosweatsoap.com
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...continued from page 25...

I downloaded the fi le again and I played the fi le in two dif-
ferent players-with the same results.  I  decided to phone 
for assistance.  I explained what I was experiencing to the 
person who answered the phone, who to my surprise then 
introduced herself as Andrea.

She said that she never had a problem before; in fact the 
sample audio came from that fi le. I walked her through all 
the steps that I had taken.  She offered to email her brother 
for technical support.  But then we somehow started talking 
about things in general and things in common.  It was like 
we were two friends just having a nice chat.

I then said, “Would you like to hear the fi le?” and she said 
that she would.  I pressed play – and it played perfectly! I 
was amazed, and she was very happy it was working.  We 
both laughed that I had asked “would you like to hear the 
fi le” and we did – we both heard it perfectly.

We both sensed there was more to this than a call for help 
on an audio fi le.  We both commented on feeling like we 
knew each other – that there was a sense of familiarity.

I then remembered that before I made the audio purchase, I 
had thought that Andrea seemed like someone who would be 

fun to chat with… wow!

I thought back to the chain of 
events — from walking into the 
bookstore, intuitively deciding 
on the magazine, reading the 
magazine and so forth … each 
step intuitively leading to the 
next.

It’s always so amazing how eas-
ily – and quickly — the Universe 
can line things up when we are 
aligned with clear intention… 
often with better results than 
we had imagined.

Andrea’s note:  I love Lynn’s 
story because not only does it 
give me an excuse to run my 
ad, it gives me a new writer for 
Horizons Magazine.

SEASONAL SEASONAL 
COOKINGCOOKING 
with spiritwith spirit

inter Solstice marks the longest night of the year 
and the fi rst day of Winter, and this year it is the 
full moon as well.  I’m going to celebrate with this 

creamy pumpkin soup.  It’s quick and easy to prepare. 

   *  2 cups fresh peeled and chopped pumpkin (or a 16 oz can)
   * 1 Yukon Gold potato, peeled and chopped
   * 4 cups of chicken or vegetable broth
   * 2 large onions, chopped
   * 3 carrots, chopped
   * 2 celery stalks, chopped
   * 1 crushed clove of garlic
   * 3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
   * 1/4 teaspoon ground ginger
   * 1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
   * 1/8 teaspoon allspice
   * 1/2 teaspoon curry powder
   * Sea salt and coarse ground pepper to taste

Optional but good:    * 1/2 cup half-and-half or soy cream 
                                *  2 teaspoons of dry sherry 

Heat the oil over medium heat and sauté the onion for about 
5 minutes. Add in the carrots, celery, pumpkin, potato, garlic 
and spices. Lower the heat and cook for 10 minutes, stirring 
often so it doesn’t brown.

Add in the broth and stir.  Cover and simmer over low heat 
for 45 minutes. Remove from heat and let cool uncovered for 
about 5 minutes.  Use a hand blender to zap the soup until 
smooth and creamy.  Adjust the seasoning. 

Stir in the sherry or soy milk at this point and blend until 
smooth. Serve with warm, hearty pumpernickel bread. 

WINTER WINTER 
SOLSTICE SOLSTICE 

PUMPKIN SOUPPUMPKIN SOUP

WW

We’ve learned from science that our thoughts 
and intentions affect how water acts and reacts 
with other organisms, especially in our physical 
body. That gives it a metaphysical and spiritual 
component that I like to honor by cooking and 

eating in a conscious way.  A way that encourages maximum health, 
such as renewed cell structure, and maximum enjoyment of fl avor and 
texture.  For me, healthy cooking 
and eating is part of my spiritual path.  
Andrea de Michaelis, Editor
http://goddessgrub.com

Soul Powered Life

Books and Books and 
Unique Unique 

Gifts, Oils, Gifts, Oils, 
MusicMusic

New items daily

321-806-8741

501 Florida Avenue 
in Cocoa Village
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December  2010
ncient people saw the fl ow of time as circular, not 
linear, and the changes were understood as a great 

wheel.  Woven together with the solar cycles are the 
monthly lunar cycles, which affect all life on Earth from 
the tides of the  oceans, to the fl uids within our bodies, 
to our emotions, to our unconscious.  Many folk/ethnic/
Indigenous religions and other traditions have been lost 
through time, destroyed by men who sought to establish 
a new God.  Which is interesting since Christianity and 
most of its rituals is based on Egyptian mythology, whose 
source is pagan. I recognize that much myth and tradi-
tion isn’t about worshipping gods or goddesses, rather 
about recognizing and honoring archetypes in a way that 
can be useful in our daily lives.  

Much can be rediscovered through folk customs, legends 
and folktales. Our ancestors found comfort in the cycles 
of the seas and the stars.  It gave them faith that when 
the sun left the sky, the moon would appear.  It gave 
them faith that when a season of snow passed, a season 
of sunshine would follow.  They learned by the phase of 
the moon and the cycle of the seasons the best times 
to plant and to harvest. My experience is that being in 
tune with the natural rhythms of our Universe helps me 
fi nd my place in it.  It helps me feel connected and sup-
ported by the natural world around me, no matter what 
human chaos may be happening at the time.  

When we feel ourselves to be separate from nature, we 
feel fragmented and frazzled by our daily lives.  If we’re 
to change this, it helps to begin seeing ourselves and 
our relationship to the Earth, the moon and the sun with 
new eyes. To look for the natural patterns and cycles, 
and see what relevance they might have in your life.  As 
a gardener and one who studies weather patterns, I fi nd 
the cycles very relevant to my daily life.  At new moon 
and full moon, I do a moon ceremony, to celebrate the 
last 14 days and welcome in the next 14.  Observing the 
natural cycles teaches that every one and every thing is 
valuable and sacred.   

You might want to Google the unfamiliar names you read 
here and see what some of the ancients believed, and 
how they celebrated the cycles.    
 -- Andrea de Michaelis, Editor

                                      Dec 1-9 Hanukkah, Judaism

              Dec 5th – New Moon 12:36pm

              Dec 7th – Guatemala: Burning the
              Devil (La Quema del Diablo)

               Dec 10th – Islam: Start of Mevlana
               Festival of the Whirling Dervishes

               Dec 17th – Santeriá, Afro-Cuban:
               Feast of Babaluaiye (Babalú Ayé),
               Orisha for those who are suffering

Dec 21st - Winter Solstice The Sun is at its lowest point in 
the sky and it will be the shortest day and longest night of the 
year.  . This is also the fi rst day of winter.

Dec 21st -  The Full Cold Moon; or the Full Long Nights 
Moon at 3:13am –During this month the winter cold fastens 
its grip, and nights are at their longest and darkest. It is also 
sometimes called the Moon before Yule. The term Long Night 
Moon is a doubly appropriate name because the midwinter 
night is indeed long, and because the Moon is above the 
horizon for a long time. The midwinter full Moon has a high 
trajectory across the sky because it is opposite a low Sun.  
The full Moon of December 21, 2010, will pass right through 
the Earth’s umbral shadow, featuring the northernmost total 
lunar eclipse in the 21st century.

Dec 21st - Total Lunar Eclipse. The eclipse will be visible 
throughout most of eastern Asia, Australia, the Pacifi c Ocean, 
the Americas, and Europe. The eclipse will be visible after 
midnight in North and South America. Since the Moon will be 
almost directly overhead from these locations, this should be 
an excellent chance to view the Moon will be almost directly 
overhead from these locations, this should be an excellent 
chance to view a rare total lunar eclipse.

Dec 21st – Wicca, Neo-Pagan: Yule, return of the Sun God

Dec 25th – The birth of  the savior/god in many traditions is 
celebrated (see article on page 16), including:
Christianity: Christmas: Jesus 
Roman Pagan: Attis 
Greek Pagan: Dionysus
Egyptian Pagan: Osiris 
Persian Pagan: Mithra 
Babylonians “Victory of the Sun-God” Festival

Dec 26 - Jan 1st -- Kwanzaa, African American celebrating 
the 7 principles of unity, self-determination, collective 
work and responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose, 
creativity, and faith.

Dec 27  Ta Chiu, Hong Kong Taoist festival of peace and 
renewal

Japan, Buddhism, Shinto: December in Japan is a time for 
preparing for their most celebrated day of the year “New 
Year’s Day”.

A

SOLAR  SOLAR  
AND AND 

LUNAR LUNAR 
CELEBRATIONSCELEBRATIONS
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Sleepytime Recharge
Science now knows that the health and wellbeing of 
our physical body is a direct result of the thoughts 

we habitually think and our inner response to the 
words we hear around us.   The cells of our body 
process info and control our behavior by way of 

genes being turned on and off by infl uences outside 
us, such as our perceptions and beliefs.   We can 

retrain our consciousness to create healthy beliefs, 
and thus create a profoundly positive effect on 

our bodies  Our body is a community of 50 trillion 
living cells, a biochemical machine and the driver is 
the mind.    Dis-ease is merely result of how we‛re 
driving our physiology.   Carefully selected words 
and phrases on this recording will reprogram the 

cells of your body for optimum physical and mental 
health. I listen to Sleepytime Recharge every night as I 
fall asleep and sometimes let it repeat over and over.   I 

used to think I had chronic fatigue or was depressed, but 
I think now it was all related to my habit of thinking.   I 

have more energy now, more clarity and feel motivated to 
do things with my family.   Thank you. K.   Crane, Cocoa

Connecting with Your 

Just behind the visible world is a whole other world in which it all works differently.   ~ Ram Das

SAVINGS + STRESS RELIEFSAVINGS + STRESS RELIEF

Healthy Eating Habits 
By the power of suggestion, your desire to overeat will be replaced 
by increased willpower; your craving for unhealthy foods will be 
replaced by fi nding interesting and fun ways to increase your physical activity.    
Turn up your body‛s metabolism to burn fat and leave you with a higher energy 
level.     Each time you listen to this recording, you can experience a new and 
healthy vital energy fl owing through body and mind.       Thank you!  I down-
loaded the mp3 file in June and have been listening every night as I go to sleep.     
I’m down 15 pounds and I no longer have the urge to snack in front of the tv.   I 
also find myself wanting to walk and be more active.   Who knew it could be this 
easy?  I don’t know how it works, but it works.  Thank you.   Dee Watson, Tampa  

Andrea de Michaelis has designed this audio series just for you.

Each is available for immediate mp3 download for just $10 (regular cd $22)
For download, go to www.horizonsmagazine.com
Go to “Andrea‛s Audio CD MP3 Page”  OR directly to 

http://www.horizonsmagazine.com/CD_Page/index.html

Listen online

OOBE You Are Not The Body
An astral fl ight out of  the body

Being out of your body is a completely natural state that happens every night whether you recall it or not.    With 
this recording, you will suspend yourself in the awareness of your physical body being “not there.”  Of your exis-
tence beyond the physical realm.   With repeated listening, you will realize your ability to leave your body, to return 
safely and to remember  what happened.   You  have the ability to become conscious and lucid when your astral 
body is out at night.  

Angels,  Guides & TeachersGuides & Teachers
Designed to activate the third eye, expand awareness, develop psychic perception 
and become receptive to inner guidance.   Even if you have never experienced 
conscious contact, you can still be successful.    Once you activate your psychic 
perception, expect to receive inner guidance more clearly than ever before.   Even 
if you are skeptical, you can still be successful.   A fi sh doesn‛t have to believe 
in the ocean.  As your third eye opens, expect to receive more vivid psychic 
impressions from your angels, guides and teachers.   

Andrea, I listen to this mp3 file as I begin my meditation, then I go into the silence 
for 20 minutes.   I never felt very successful at meditating until now.   It’s easier to 
feel peaceful and things don’t worry me as much now.   I have even done some au-
tomatic writing that has helped me focus myself careerwise, and my new ideas are 
creating more income.   Thank you for the kickstart.   Jennifer Hudson, Orlando

STOP SMOKINGSTOP SMOKING
New!New!
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...continued from page 26...

Abraham-Hicks  

...continued on page 34...

They’re feeling bound and insecure. They’re frightened. 
They’re fi ghting for their very life, on vibrational levels. 

It doesn’t take many like you to lie in your bed, acknowledge 
some violence that you worry about, and feel the discomfort 
of it, and then feel the rocket of desire burst forth, that your 
children, and children like them, have lovely environments to 
grow up in. And then, as you reach for thoughts, in the next 
30 days, that cause you to lock onto that feeling of Well-be-
ing -- you would be amazed at the power of infl uence that the 
effort of one individual provides. 

You didn’t come to this world because it is broken and needs 
fi xing. You came to this world because it is fantastic and you 
wanted to be here. But then, when you get here, when you 
start fi nding fault with parts of it that don’t please you, you 
sort of negate the balance that you knew would be here that 
you chose, to begin with. That’s why we want you to begin 
relaxing and allowing everything to be okay for a while. 

Your work is to joyously choose thoughts, words and actions 
that feel good while you choose them. And you say, “Well, 
that doesn’t sound like enough justifi cation for this life expe-
rience. How will I separate myself from the others? How will I 
stand out? How will I become the leader of the pack? How will 
I get the most stars on my chart? How will I excel?” 

The other day we asked a group, “Does it bother you that 
Source Energy adores 100% of your population? How do you 
feel about that? Source Energy adores, not just tolerates, not 
just allows, Source Energy adores 100% of the population.” 
Some are irritated at the idea, because they’ve been working 
very hard to be virtuous and praiseworthy. And it’s irritating 
that those not working nearly as hard are still adored. 

When you reach this place that it is alright with you, that 
everything is alright, then you have no reason, ever again, 
to lock off your signal. That doesn’t mean you don’t have 
preferences. But when you no longer are condemning, pushing 
against, negating, or trying to remove something, then you’re 
no longer a vibrational match to any of that, and then, only 
Well-being can be your experience. 

FOLLOW WHAT YOU KNOW TO BE TRUE.  IF IT FEELS GOOD, 
IT’S RIGHT ON. IF IT DOESN’T FEEL GOOD, IT’S NOT.  THAT’S 
IT, THAT’S ALL THERE IS TO THAT.

Herbal Consults, Natural Healing School 

DAWN’S ENCHANTED GARDEN  
Email Dawnsenchantedgarden@yahoo.com

Live Oak School  of Natural Healing 
 Currently offering Herbalist Certifi cation Programs  in class and online

352-669-1963  • 407-967-6042
http://dawnsenchantedgarden.com

BUT WHAT ABOUT 9-11??

Esther: Abraham, today our offi ce has been fl ooded with 
requests that we post a message from you on our web site 
regarding the vengeful 9/11/01 events. Would you give us 
those words?

Abraham: We are happy to offer our words. We hold no 
greater intent than to soothe our dear physical friends back 
into their connection with Source Energy. There has never 
been a greater opportunity or a greater reason for those who 
have been studying the Art of Allowing than in this powerfully 
focused time. 

Most will feel the impact of today’s events because the events 
themselves will control their thoughts. 

Remember, the terrible feeling in the pit of your stomach is 
the result of your disconnection from your Energy Source, 
and while you cannot control the actions of those who hijack 
your airplanes and fl y them into your buildings -- you do have 
control over the valve which allows or disallows the Source of 
Energy into your being. 

Whenever you experience powerful negative emotion, your 
awareness of the relief from it is equally evident. And so, to 
really understand what true Allowing of Source Energy is, try 
to turn your thoughts, for a few minutes, to the details of 
your own life’s activities -- and experience the relief that will 
occur. And then stop and say to yourself, “This is good. I have 
allowed my Connection, for a moment, here.” 
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Abraham-Hicks  
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I run each time through my head because each time I bring it 
to mind, I am telling the Universe that I want more of this. I 
want to feel more of this. I want to feel excited over winning 
extra money. I want to feel excited over receiving unexpected 
money. (I would be excited over it.  I think I am starting to 
feel it. So I just keep repeating the good feeling thought to 
me to make myself feel it more and more? Yes)

I don’t care where it comes from. (How can I not care where it 
comes from?  George owes me $200 but that’s about it except 
for my job.) It can come from places I have no idea about. 
(Like where??) I’ll leave that part up to the Universe. (Easier 
said than done.  Maybe I could mow lawns or have a garage 
sale…) My part is getting excited seeing money in my account, 
and getting excited over seeing my name on a big check. (Ok 
I’m trying to do that but my mind keeps asking me where will 
it come from?)

I love being thousands of dollars ahead in the checking 
account. (Who wouldn’t?  That hardly ever happens.) I love 
getting paid by Paypal. (I guess I have to open a Paypal account 
to do this one.) I love opening the Paypal emails that say 
“You’ve got money!” (I’d like to get emails like that.  Now 
that would make me happy.)

I love getting last minute ads and last minute money. I love 
getting big ads on contract, since contract for me means they 
pay 3 and 6 and 12 months ahead to get the best price.  I 
love creating new ads for new clients.  (I have to skip this 
one because I have a different job.) I love seeing the balance 
increase in my bank account and my Paypal account. (Ok, this 
I can do.  I can try imagining the balance increase.  This might 
take some practice, it’s not as easy as I thought.)

I love doing visualizations like these below and when I do, 
more dollars begin fl owing in:

I open the post offi ce box and see check after check with my 
name on it. I see $3,900 and I see $5785 and I see $900 and I 
see $23,000. (What would someone send me checks for?)What would someone send me checks for?) With 
each one, I make myself get excited about how good it feels 
to get big checks. (I can’t fi gure out why someone would be 
sending me checks.  It’s hard to get excited if I don’t know 
what someone would send me a check for.  I don’t want to get 
my hopes up for nothing. Or have it be a mistake and I spend 
it and have to pay it back and don’t have it anymore?) I dance 

... from page 7...

It is our desire that you fi nd relief from your discomfort. 
You will not be able to watch the events replayed on your 
television, and experience your connection with your 
Source. 

You will not be able to search for the reason for the attack 
or seek revenge against those responsible, and experience 
your connection with your Source. 

Some may misunderstand our message of “Allowing,” 
believing that it means to accept the actions of those 
responsible, seeking no revenge, and trying to make their 
actions right or understandable. 

“Allowing” means there are no circumstances -- even as 
extraordinary as the events of September 11 -- to use as 
your excuse to disallow your Connection. 

While the mind of human consciousness is spinning in the 
confusion of these events, the Energy of Well-being, from 
which all has come forth, dominates. Even if every hu-
man consciousness were disconnected as a result of their 
awareness of this event, your balance of Well-being still 
remains staggeringly dominant. 

We can offer no explanations that will satisfy. But we do 
know that your fantastic lives will continue and that the 
balance of your planet is dramatic Well-being.  And that 
the statistics of those personally affected compared to 
those not personally affected is so great that it almost 
cannot be measured.  

Everything that we have offered over the past 15 years, 
has been to assist you in understanding that even under 
these conditions, YOUR Well-being is still in place. 

Do your best to fi nd your personal Connection, and do not 
fret when it appears that most of the world is making no 
effort to fi nd their Connection. 

Know that as far as YOUR life is concerned, it is enough 
that YOU fi nd your Connection. And trust that the Well-be-
ing of your planet does still -- and always will -- survive.

There is great love here for you, 

     Abraham

...continued on page 35...

Thoughts 
about things...
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OUR MISSION 
STATEMENT

Established in 1992, Horizons Magazine is 
designed to inspire, educate and entertain those 
who are exploring the body/mind connection and 

seeking spiritual solutions to everyday life.  
 

OUR PURPOSE IS: 
  To provide a forum to connect those who seek 
purpose in life.   To use our combined power to 
encourage each other in our personal visions.   
To remind you that you are far more powerful

 than you can imagine.

To establish in the minds of our readers the 
reality of the mind / body connection and the fact 

that we participate in creation of the reality we 
experience.   We do this by our intentions, beliefs 

and expectations, by every thought we think
 and every word we speak.

To promote the reality that we survive in 
consciousness after the change called death.  

To comprehend this, we promote the practice of 
daily separation of consciousness from the body 

via meditation.  Once we experience our existence 
beyond physical circumstances, the fear of death is 
removed.  The less fear of death we have, the more 
we see the world from the higher perspective and 

the more we recognize how powerful we really are.  
This frees us to begin to live more fully, 

in every moment, now.

Our lives become increasingly fulfi lling as we take 
responsibility for how we perceive life 

and how we react to it.

 We’re here to fi nd and relate to others, and 
everyone who reads these words or writes a word 
in these pages seeks to be connected with those 
who seek likewise.  So, if you read an article that 

touches your heart, or an ad that intrigues you, call 
and get together with the person listed; or just call 

and introduce yourself and discuss their offering with 
them.   Connect with each other, come to know each 
other, exchange information.   We believe that as we 

all work together, we are making 
the world a better place.

From my heart to yours,

Andrea de Michaelis

... from page 34...

Thoughts 
about things...

“I want to 
look back on 

my life and be 
giddy with joy 
that I was the 
one who got 
to live it.” 

out of the post offi ce.

I see myself opening email and seeing dozens of Paypal 
notifi cations saying “You’ve got money!” I think, “I do, I do 
have money and I have more on the way.” I think how good 
it feels to see the emails knowing they mean money in the 
bank.  (I could open a Paypal account for my friends to make 
donations and I could sell something on eBay maybe and use 
the Paypal account for that.  They do say open a doorway 
for dollars to come in, so a Paypal account would be another 
doorway.)

I go to my PayPal page and see all the new payments. I 
see the balance increasing and I get excited about it. I see 
amounts of $4200 and of $850 and here’s one for $965 and 
another for $35,500. I like the big ones! (I can’t fi gure out 
what people would want to write me checks for.  I get hung 
up here each time.  How can I visualize something I can’t 
imagine happening?)

I don’t even stop to think of what I’d do with it right now. 
Right now, I am just enjoying seeing it accumulate. (Ok I’ll try 
to do that, see it building into a big nest egg and not worry 
about where it comes from or what to do with it.)

Another day I can plan what I’d like to do with it. That’s 
where resistance comes in for me anyway, since I too soon 
start justifying who and what I can help, and not where I’d 
go but who I’d travel with. (Me, too.  I think I should really 
take SoNso but she doesn’t like to walk and I could take 
Whozit but she’s going to complain the whole way anyway.  I 
don’t even know if I could take that long off work.  Oh wait 
I wouldn’t have to be at my job still, right, since it’s MY 
visualization? Ok I see how it is easy to get hung up with this 
thought too.  Jeez, this is hard work.) 

Since I know that about myself, I make this 8 minute 
workshop only about feeling good and imagining receiving 
more dollars. And nothing else.

Like Abraham-Hicks says, get in, feel good, get out.  Try it 
right now.  Do it long enough and those unconscious thoughts 
will fade away.  And so will your resistance.  

Enjoy our offering this month.  
Hari Om.

Andrea



Barbara Lee is a Reiki Master Teacher, Psychic 
and Professional Astrologer.     She offers phone 
consultations and a state of the art astrological 
chart service with six types of computerized 
reports.    Call Barbara at 1-208-773-7822, visit 
on the web at www.IntuitiveRefl ections.com, or 
email barbaralee21@roadrunner.com

Aries March 21 to April 19 “I AM”.  This month you will 
be more inclined to seek company in unusual places. You 
are apt to be extremely sensitive these days being that 
the Holidays are upon us. This time of year is the rude 
awakening that there are so many more people with so 
much less in the world. Be mindful of all that you have to 
be grateful for, and shine your love and light in the world.

Taurus April 20 to May 20 “I Have”.  Your approach to 
life has not been working, your higher self is urging you 
to change your attitude and to put your creative ideas 
into motion. Your life is about to change for the better in 
unexpected ways, so take a risk and do the opposite of 
what you would normally do. You are very idealistic and 
innovative, so bring the change you want to see for others, 
do for yourself.

Gemini May 21 to June 20 “I Think”.  Female 
relationships are up on your radar, whatever has not been 
healed will come back to haunt you. Love is the key! Love 
yourself enough not to hold so many grudges, it only makes 
you sad, old and mad. Who wants to be around an angry old 
grudge holder, they only end up being alone and sick from 
being so angry all the time. Open your heart to forgiveness.

HOROSCOPES 

Cancer June 21 to July 22 “I Feel”.  This December 
your focus once again comes full circle having your family 
and friends be the center of attention. This would be a 
good time to come clean with who you really are on the 
inside, there is nothing to worry about, you are loved and 
misunderstood. It is not your fault that you are eccentric, 
creative, energetic, and beautiful. You just have weird 
family karma. If you are feeling like the black sheep that 
means that you are a mover and a shaker.

Leo July 23 to August 22 “I Will”.  Now is the time to fi rm 
up any plans you may have for the future in regards to your 
dreams of success and travel. Make a realistic approach 
to how you are going to manifest the abundance that is 
required for you to live like you want to live.  Bring to 
completion any unfi nished projects laying around because 
they will just drain your energy and keep you side tracked. 
Be patient and all that you expect will come to pass.

Virgo August 23 to September 22 “I Analyze”.  Your life 
is changing at a rate that you have no control over. You 
cannot change what other people do. It can really be 
upsetting when the change affects you in such a way that 
you have to look for another job, or a mate, or rearrange 
your life because some one lost control of their car and 
smashed in your front living room wall, thank God no one 
was hurt. The key is to trust in yourself and you will always 
be in the right place at the right time.

Libra September 23 to October 22/23 “I Balance”.  With 
transiting Saturn in your sign, you may feel like you have 
been backed into a wall. The wall is your inability to see 
past your own issues, as well as a false sense of security. 
Fear is what keeps you wanting to be protected. Be strong, 
patient, cautious and prudent and the overwhelming 
feeling of peace will protect you. This month will be 
a need for self nurturance as well as exercise your 
youknowwhat off.
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Psychic & Astrological 
Phone Consultations

Astrological Chart Service

Visa / MC accepted
Email barbaralee21@roadrunner.com 
www.IntuitiveRefl ections.com

Order a Natal Report 
receive a one month 
Transit Report FREE

208-773-7822
Barbara LeeBarbara Lee

Wildwood Botanicals  Premium Massage Lotion & Cream
Visit website at www.wildwoodbotanicals.net  

Email info@wildwoodbotanicals.net     (208) 773-7822
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SUGGESTED 
READING 

WATCHING 
LISTENING

CDS:
Removing all Sorrow and Suffering by Paramahansa Yogananda     
Awake in the Cosmic Dream by Paramahansa Yogananda   
Awakening Into Oneness by Arjuna Ardagh
Om Spun by Groovananda www.wynneparis.com
Guided Healing Meditation from the Ancient Mystics by Pat Raimondo

BOOKS:
The Fifth Agreement by don Miguel Ruiz and don Jose Ruiz  
Sixty Seconds by Phil Bolsta 
The New Master Key System by Charles F. Haanel 
Practicing Consciouss Living or Dying by Annamaria Hemingway
Happy for no Reason by Marci Shimoff/Carol Kline 

WWW.ABRAHAM-HICKS.COM 
Ask And It Is Given 
Money & Manifestation
The Astonishing Power of Emotions
The Law of Attraction:Teachings of Abraham
From Grief To Joy: Moving Up The Emotional Scale
Money and the Law of Attraction: Learning to Attract
The Vortex, Where Law of Attraction Assembles All Relationships

WWW.HAYHOUSE.COM
Faeriecraft by Alicen & Neil Geddes-Ward 
Emotional Freedom by Judith Orloff, M.D. 
The Intuitive Spark Sonia Choquette 
Asking Your Guides Sonia Choquette
Trust your Vibes Sonia Choquette

WWW.NEWWORLDLIBRARY.COM
The Three Only Things by Robert Moss  
Courage & Craft by Barbara Abercrombie 
Worst Enemy Best Teacher by Deidre Combs
Creating Money by Sanaya Roman & Duane Packer 
Storycatcher by Christina Baldwin 
The Van Gogh Blues by Eric Maisel, Phd 
The Mythic Dimension by Joseph Campbell

FROM WWW.WEISERBOOKS.COM
101 Ways to Have True Love in your Life by Daphne Rose Kingma 
Living The Qabalistic Tarot by  Amber Jayanti 
Change Your Mind and Your Life Will Follow by Karen Casey    
Book of Ordinary Oracles by Leo Milo DuQuette  
Wise Secrets of Aloha by Kahuna Harry Uhane Jim 

FROM WWW.AUTHORHOUSE.COM
Under Aldebaran by Brite Templeton 

MUST SEE DVDs 
The Secret Behind The Secret www.abraham-hicks.com

The Secret - the Original edition with Abraham-Hicks. It’s the  one 
with “the secret” actually in it, although The Secret “extended 
version” (with Abraham-Hicks edited out) has good info in it also.

Scorpio October 23 to November 21/22 “I Transform”.  
Oh, my word, you have so much fun in store for you this 
month. I see intense passion and creativity, love and deep 
caring. Have you not walked into a new heart with arms 
wide open. Relationships will be a positive focus, many 
friends that you have not heard from in a long time will 
come out of the woodwork to visit you and check out what 
you have been up to. This is your chance to be positive 
and give encouragement.

Sagittarius November 22 to December 21 “I Perceive”.  
Your intimacy issues have come to the surface to deal 
with once and for all. I know you Sagittarians love to be 
on the go, no settling down for you. Well maybe it is time 
for a change, you can only run from love for so long and 
fi nely one day when you least expect it love captures your 
heart unexpectedly. Once you commit to stop running and 
playing the fi eld you might really enjoy settling down.

Capricorn December 22 to January 19 “I Use”.  This is 
a time for rejuvenation, turnarounds, crisiscatharsis and 
personal renewal. The Lunar Eclipse full moon in Gemini 
on Winter Solstice in your sign Capricorn will have a major 
affect on you and what is important to you, your family, 
your children and your Mother. Everything that you hold 
dear you will hold a little closer and a little longer. You 
will feel so much more than you are used to feeling, 
because you have opened up to some amazing life force 
energy.

Aquarius January 20 to February 19 “I Know”.   Have 
you healed what you needed to heal so far with the time 
that you have spent on the planet? If not then get off 
your little but but and get busy taking care of business. 
The thoughts that have been running through your mind 
lately are wisdom from the beyond and you should really 
take a deeper look at your life and what opportunities it is 
presenting to you. Being at a crossroads can help you get 
clear on what you want and where you’re going.

Pisces February 19 to March 20 “I Believe”.  The time 
has come for you to submerge yourself inside yourself. 
Your soul is calling to you, the answers are within you, 
take the time to go within and listen to your universal 
messages. The stars are saying to you to heal your 
relationships with the men in your life. Warrior energy is 
part of you, use it to get things done and to protect your 
goals. Your intuition is on fi re with desire, please trust it, 
there is no stopping the fl ow now.

December 2010
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...continued from page 11...

     You will fi nd that when you extend goodness to others it 
will return to you and enrich your own life.  Offer a smile or 
a compliment or a word of encouragement to everyone you 
meet.  Extend feelings of loving kindness toward all beings, 
including the trees and plants and animals.  Everyone and 
everything is vibration and when you put forth good vibes, you 
are affecting everyone and everything around you in the most 
positive way.  Not only do you feel good, but you are helping 
to heal your immediate environment and the planet.  
 
     Enter into a state of appreciation.  Even when you are hav-
ing a so-called “bad” day you can still fi nd things to be thank-
ful for.  It can be as simple as that you have clean clothes to 
wear and clean water to drink. (Not everyone is blessed to 
have these most bais of things!)   The vibration of gratitude is 
very powerful and it can shift you into a better mood almost 
instantaneously.  
 
     Take time out to nurture yourself.  This doesn’t have to 
mean taking a weekend trip or spending a day at the spa.  You 

can take your lawn chair outside and put it under a tree in 
your yard and sit and sip lemonade while you breathe and lis-
ten to the birds sing and watch the dragonfl ies and butterfl ies 
dance around you.  Slow down and make some time to give 
back to yourself every day. It will recharge you on all levels.  
 
     Choose to be happy.  Choose to laugh an see the humor 
in things..  Buddhist monk and author Thich Nhat Hanh says 
that he “enjoys breathing”.  When you can fi nd pleasure and 
enjoyment in something as basic and essential as breathing, 
then you have found the key to happiness and joy.  We are as 
happy as we choose to be. We can see the glass as half empty 
or half full.   We can choose to count our blessings or count 
our problems.  We can choose to dwell on negative thoughts 
or we can choose a new thought that feels better.  We get 
stuck in taking everything so seriously, when in reality, very 
little is serious.  Learn to laugh and let go and focus on the 
good and feel your joy returning.  Life is meant to be joy and 
we were meant to live in a state of happiness.  
 
     The more conscious you become, which mean s the more 
aware you are of yourself—your thoughts, feelings, actions, 
and choices—the more in control you are of what enters your 
personal space (your mind!).  You can deliberately choose 
joy in every moment that comes to you.  You can start right 
now by becoming  present, taking  a look around and see-
ing  things to be joyful about in this very moment. Once you 
make this practice your own, you fi ll be amazed at how there 
are constantly more and more things to be happy about.  The 
Universe responds to what we focus on and when we focus on 
being joyful, the Universe delights in sending us  more things 
to make us happy!  May you walk in the joy and beauty that is 
your birthright.  

Return To Joy

Soul Traveler 
A new book by 
John Rogers
if one wishes to gain a better under-
standing of reincarnation, this book 
is not based upon speculation but 
rather actual communications that 
the author has received from his 
spirit guides. Special emphasis is 
given to the preparatory steps taken 
by each soul before embarking on 
a new incarnation in the earthly 
realm.  The author describes in 
detail the advisory roles played by 
the Council of Twelve and personal 
spirit guides in the development of a soul’s specifi c life blueprint for 
an upcoming life.  The overriding message of this book is that the 
circumstances and close personal relationships that we encounter 
in life are ... something that each soul freely plans out in detail 
ahead of time. ~ Dr. Dennis Tishken, Professor of Religion and Humani-
ties, Valencia Community College and Brevard Community College, Florida

Visit John Rogers website at www.themediumwithin.com

321-728-2415 

Speedy Pac  

1153 Malabar Road NE • Interchange Square  • Palm Bay, FL 
Malabar Road 1/4 mile west of I-95 exit 173

Hours • 9-6pm M-F • Saturdays 9-3pm 

Spiritual supplies, fanciful home decor   
Plus pack & ship, FedEx, UPS,  Postal & Freight

Psychic readers available 
Mon-Sat by appointment 

Mini Readings from

 10am-3pm Saturdays

Call for info on
Shamanic healing
and Munay Ki rites



BOOKS BY MA YOGA SHAKTIBOOKS BY MA YOGA SHAKTI
Yoga Syzygy Guide to Hatha Yoga $15                         Email yogashaktipb@yahoo.com  
Techniques of Meditation to Enhance Mind Power $10
Shri Satya Narayana Katha $5 
Hanumaan Chalisa $5 
A Spiritual Message $5 
The Seven Invisible Psychic Lotuses $10 
Yoga Aasana Chart $2
Chandogya Upanishad $5

YOGA SHAKTI YOGA SHAKTI 
MISSIONMISSION

Ma Yoga Shakti

YOGA YOGA 
CLASSESCLASSES

$7.00 Per Class 
$25/month unlimited 

evening classes

Monday
Gajendra - 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Tuesday 
Maryann and Jim Loafman  

7:00-8:00 pm

Thursday
Chip & Shyama Iacona 

7:00-8:00 pm

YOGA SHAKTI MISSIONYOGA SHAKTI MISSION
3895 Hield Rd NW 3895 Hield Rd NW 

Palm BayPalm Bay

321-725-4024321-725-4024
yogashaktipb@yahoo.comyogashaktipb@yahoo.com

www.yogashakti.orgwww.yogashakti.org

Ramayan Ramayan 
ChantingChanting  
Sundays Sundays 

10:15-11:15 am10:15-11:15 am  

Bhajans/Kirtans Bhajans/Kirtans 
First Wednesday of First Wednesday of 

Month Month 
6.45- 7 45 PM6.45- 7 45 PM

Sunshine Lectures  
Sundays 9 - 10am 

First Saturday at noon First Saturday at noon 
VEGETARIAN LUNCHEON VEGETARIAN LUNCHEON   

$10  donation (children free)$10  donation (children free)  
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Talks on Spiritual Topics

NEW YEAR’S RETREAT WITH MATAJINEW YEAR’S RETREAT WITH MATAJI
December 31 - January 2, 2011December 31 - January 2, 2011

Come away for a weekend to a different world, in the oasis 
of beauty and peace created for us by Mataji in her Palm 
Bay Ashram. Come sit at the feet of a Master of Yoga, Ma 
Yogashakti.  Hear her expound the wisdom of the Vedas. 
Take part in Hatha Yoga classes, early morning satsang 

and meditation with Mataji and traditional temple worship. 

Delicious, home-cooked vegetarian meals each day.
  

WHAT TO BRING: Sleeping pad or blankets and sheets, 
loose comfortable clothes, towel, yoga mat, pen, notebook



As hopeless as any situation feels, it‘s 
really only your thoughts that you’re 

dealing with.  And you have the power 
to change those.     Louise Hay

HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street S.E.
Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802


